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SPIDER VEINS.
EXTERMINATED.

From pesky spider veins and painful varicose veins, to the most complex venous diseases,
REX Vein Center is here for you. Skilled in the latest, non-invasive and minimally-invasive
therapies and treatment techniques, our experts provide you personalized care to help you
look and feel your best. Get clear results and get back to the clear skin you've been missing.
VISIT REXVEINCENTER.COM or CALL 855-REX-VEIN (739-8346) FOR an APPOINTMENT
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Exquisite craftsmanship & unmatched service with the highest quality materials.
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Beauty, Artistry & Tradition
FOR OVER 40 YEARS
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LETTER FROM WALTER

S

pring has just about sprung, but
as I write this, it’s cloudy, drizzly and about ten degrees too
chilly outside—which is why
I’m so happy to have Autumn Cobeland’s brilliant artwork on our cover.
Her super-saturated paintings of area
greenways brighten up any gray day!
Much like Cobeland, I’ve been exploring the greenways little by little, on
long jogs and weekend bike rides with
my kids. I love noticing the ebb and
ﬂow of the seasons and the way the
light ﬁlters differently on early mornings or late afternoons. It’s amazing
how something as simple as a path
through town can offer a place to connect, reﬂect and refresh.
On some level, each of our features
have that same spirit of going back
to the fundamentals. When we visit
chef Jamie DeMent’s farm, we see
how her thoroughly of-the-moment
locavore lifestyle is, in reality, the way
her forebears lived (p. 78). In Preserving History, we follow a gut renovation
whose goal is not to modernize, but
to restore a grand Victorian historic
home to its original state (p. 94). Our
tour through Raleigh Denim Workshop reveals artisans using machines
made in the early 20th century to

craft heritage-level garments today (p.
86). Even our beer feature is, ultimately, about local makers tinkering
with centuries-old recipes (p. 110).
If you enjoy this issue—printed on
good, old-fashioned paper!—please
visit waltermagazine.com to subscribe.
While you’re there, you’ll notice our
new web-exclusive content, including
stunning sports and music photography (like the shots above), shorter proﬁles, decorating ideas and more. We
hope you agree that there are more
great things happening in our community than we can ﬁt into our pages
every month!

Ayn-Monique Klahre
Editor

Smith Hardy (UNC/VA TECH AT THE DEAN DOME); Gus Samarco (LOUIS YORK AND THE SHINDELLAS AT THE POUR HOUSE)
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Where Luxury Meets Location
Experience a new level of sophistication and elegance at 904 Oberlin, where luxury meets
location. Here, residents enjoy an intimate community with impeccable views nestled in the
heart of Cameron Village and Shops of Oberlin Court. A seamless blend of timeless charm
and modern amenities will let you know you’ve arrived.

Now Selling two and three story brownstones priced from the$ċ00s.

919.521.8877
904OBERLIN.com

Sales & Marketing by
HOWARD PERRY
AND WALSTON

BUILDER SERVICES

Photo by Robert Allen Duralee Group

CONTRIBUTORS

JASON FRYE / W R I TE R
Jason Frye travels to all corners of
North Carolina looking for stories
and the best food and drink around.
He’s the author of several travel
guides to the state, including Moon
North Carolina, Moon Blue Ridge
Parkway Road Trip and Moon Great
Smoky Mountains National Park.
He’s a barbecue ﬁend, a bourbon
lover and a selective beer drinker.
Exploring breweries in the area
with Raleigh Brews Cruise led
him to some new favorites, namely
the kombucha beers at Fortnight
and Clouds Brewing’s exceptional
Midnight Delight.

MARCH 2019

ADDIE LADNER / WR I T ER
Addie Ladner, originally from hot
and humid deep South Mississippi,
has called Raleigh home for the
past nine years. “My reﬂections
piece got me so pumped for Mardi
Gras celebrations—for crawﬁsh at
Stanbury, for king cake and parades
in the Triangle. For someone who
longs for sunny days this time of
year, I’m so grateful for all the little
bits of Mardi Gras excitement
around town that distract me in the
midst of winter until spring.”

FULL SERVICE INTERIOR DESIGN
Draperies and Valances
Shutters, Blinds and Shades
Wallpapers • Area Rugs • Custom Bedding
Furniture and Accessories
Kitchen and Bath Design

TIM LYTVINENKO /

BERT VANDERVEEN /

THE ONLY DECORATING SOURCE YOU’LL EVER NEED!

5850 Fayetteville Road Suite 104, Durham, NC. 27713
M-F 9am-5pm • Sat 10am-2pm

919-806-3638 | sewfine2.com

P HOTO G R A P HE R
Bert VanderVeen is a photographer
based out of Greensboro. He and
his wife Rebecka have been in business for 20 years, and he represents
the ﬁfth generation of professional
photographers in his family, beginning with his great, great grandfather, who was apprenticed to one of
Queen Victoria’s court photographers. The family opened their ﬁrst
photography studio in Hendersonville in 1884. VanderVeen specializes in portraits, architectural and
commercial photography. He has
been published in magazines like
Traditional Home and O’Henry. He
has two daughters and two dogs.

P HOTO GR A PH ER
Tim Lytvinenko is an artist and
photographer based in Raleigh.
His work can be seen on the side of
The Dillon in downtown Raleigh
and he has a studio at Anchorlight.
Lytvinenko photographed Raleigh
Denim Workshop for this month’s
photo essay. “This was somewhat
a dream assignment to be able to
photograph my brother. Sometimes
I forget the beauty of his machines.
They reﬂect the quality and timelessness of his product.”

courtesy contributors (FRYE, LADNER, VANDERVEEN, LYTVINENKO)
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Our Patients Are Our Main Focus!
We stress prevention, restoration and overall health while improving the smiles
of those we serve. Our smile services include: porcelain veneers, porcelain
crowns, tooth colored onlays and ﬁllings, Zoom! chair side tooth whitening and
Invisalign. Our digital ITero scanner replaces the need for messy impressions
and provides accurate results with maximum patient comfort. We can restore
your smile with implants.

YOUR FEEDBACK

vs
@waltermagazine
We asked our Instagram followers to settle the
endless debate of Char-Grill vs. Snoopy’s, and they
had lots to say! Here are some of our favorite
comments:
Back in 1994 I worked within walking distance to
both & I was pregnant. Let’s just say both got a lot
of $$ & she was a big baby who still enjoys eating
at both Snoopy’s & Char-Grill. —@mary_reconni
@snoopyshotdogsandmore for everything unless
you’re craving a good milkshake... Then you gotta
go with chargrill —@chase2nc
Char grill’s burgers, shakes, and grilled chicken
sandwiches. Snoopy’s fries, drinks, and late night
anything. Roast Grill for hot dogs hold the ketchup.
I’m 16 weeks pregnant and it would be my dream
to combine them all into one perfect meal.
—@carashthompson
Snoopys for fries, chicken salad and BLT. Char-Grill
for the Steak Jr and milkshakes. You couldn’t pay
me to give up either one —@taralwilson1
My go-to favorite is the homemade chicken salad
sandwich @ Snoopy’s —@steelehv

WE WELCOME NEW PATIENTS!
Schedule a new patient exam and mention this ad for a complimentary take-home
tooth whitening kit or an electric toothbrush kit.
@waltermagazine
www.waltermagazine.com

WALTER
421 Fayetteville St., Suite 104,
Raleigh, NC 27601

919.859.1330

|

www.CaryCosmeticDentist.com

bPAYSAGE

Natural, Modern, Classic.

Always.

1908 EASTWOOD ROAD, WILMINGTON, NC 28403 | 910-256-6050
4151 MAIN AT NORTH HILLS STREET SUITE 120, RALEIGH, NC 27609 | 984-200-9113
WWW.PAYSAGE.COM

Juli Leonard

Happening

ART
IN
BLOOM
NCMA's ﬁfth year of ﬂorals

T

he North Carolina Museum
of Art will kick off spring
with a burst of blooms.
The Art in Bloom showcase
runs March 21-24, including special events like the ‘Frida’s Floral
Fiesta’ kick-off party inspired by the
Frida Kahlo exhibition (coming later this
year), extended hours at in-house restaurant Iris and a variety of workshops
from ﬂoral arranging to ﬂoral crown
construction to macrame. The weekend’s

22 | WALTER

guest speaker will be “Floral Mama”
Holly Chapple, owner of Hope Flower
Farm in Waterford, Virginia, who will
speak about the farm-cum-workshop
space where she hosts retreats, editorial
shoots and other special events.
Nearly all of the 50 ﬂoral designers featured in the exhibit are North
Carolinians, and each will be assigned
to interpret a work of art in the permanent gallery. For its ﬁfth anniversary, the
popular springtime celebration won’t be

changing much from previous years. “It’s
sincerely about the art. We have a new
director, and we really want to celebrate
that,” says coordinator of programs
Laura Finan. She says this year’s curation
of Art in Bloom will showcase work that
is on loan or that hasn’t been selected
in years past. “We really want visitors
to spend time seeing things that they
haven’t noticed before.” There will be 53
creations, including unique vessels blossoming with fresh ﬂowers. Most displays

MARCH

C LOT H I N G
AC C E S S O R I E S
H A N D B AGS
JEWELRY

Displays from Art in Bloom 2018. Clockwise
from left: ﬂoral by Alexis Sims and Melanie
Murdock inspired by Kehinde Wiley's Mrs.
Hale as 'Euphrosyne'; ﬂoral by Scot Buck
inspired by Karin Davie's Interior Ghosts No.
Seven; ﬂoral by The English Garden inspired
by Hayv Kahraman's Kawliya 1

are inspired by the art, but the entrance
to the West Building will be ﬁlled with
larger-than-life platforms from selected
ﬂoral designers that pull from their own
imaginations. “These are some of my
favorites,” says Finan, “They can be up
to nine or ten feet tall, and really stretch
creativity.”
Outside of the museum’s West building you’ll ﬁnd a sculpture will get some
attention this year: lush by local metalsmith Sarah Tector, a display of 137 wire
ﬂowers clustered in a crescent around
the Ellsworth Kelly sculpture. Tector
is a teaching artist at the museum, and

Finan says that her idea was a perfect
ﬁt for Art in Bloom. Tector, who may
be better known for her wearable art, is
sponsored by the Matrons of the Arts
program. She says that nature is an
element that has consistently informed
her creations. “The leaf or the ﬂower is
something I’ve always worked with in
one way or the other.” Pop by see Tector
‘planting’ her blooms March 19-21.
—Catherine Currin

North Hills
Adjacent to Renaissance Hotel
919-788-4200
Raleigh, North Carolina
MartasofRaleigh.com
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all month
HUGH MANGUM
EXHIBIT
Photographer Hugh Mangum came
of age in Durham during the tobacco
boom times at the turn of the twentieth century. Self-taught, the itinerant
portraitist traveled North Carolina and Virginia setting up temporary studios, where remarkably, he welcomed a clientele that
was both racially and economically diverse. After his death in the
1922, the glass plate negatives lay dormant in a barn on the family
farm until the trove was discovered, perfectly intact, in the 1970s.
The Nasher Museum in Durham will exhibit the portraits in Where
We Find Ourselves: The Photographs of Hugh Mangum, on display
through May 19. Many photographs are rendered in color thanks
to modern technology; together they oﬀer an intimate glimpse
into post-Civil War life in the South.
See website for museum hours; from $4; 2001 Campus Drive, Durham;
nasher.duke.edu

7-24
AN EVENING WITH
BERNSTEIN AND ROBBINS
The Carolina Ballet pays tribute to two icons of American music,
dance and theatre with An Evening with Bernstein and Robbins at
the Duke Energy Center for the Performing Arts. To celebrate the
centennial birthdays of both composer Leonard Bernstein and choreographer Jerome Robbins, the ballet is reviving their acclaimed
collaboration, Fancy Free, a work that redeﬁned American dance
and became the basis of the smash Broadway show and ﬁlm, On
the Town. In addition, the ballet will perform for the ﬁrst time Robbins’s Afternoon of a Faun set to the music of Claude Debussy.
See website for dates and show times; $34-$83; 2 E. South St.;
carolinaballet.com

LEADING WITH
HARMONY
When Bella started Spread the Love and Music as a Ravenscroft service
program devoted to building relationships between elder adults and
youth through a shared love of music, she wanted to ease loneliness in her
community. Four years later, because of her program and Ravenscroft’s
commitment to service, different generations continue gathering in
friendship to celebrate through music.

Learn more about our one-of-a-kind citizen leadership framework!
Visit www.ravenscroft.org to learn more and call our Admissions Office at 919.848.6470
to schedule a tour.

N&O Archives (MANGUM); courtesy Carolina Ballet (BERNSTEIN)

Happening NOW

What moves you?

707 Runnymede Road
Coley Forest

$1,075,000.00

1214 Cowper Drive
Hayes Barton

$1,195,000.00

1417 Barony Lake Way
The Barony

$1,399,000.00

1118 Marlowe Road
Williamsborough

$1,695,000.00

713 Yarmouth Road
Coley Forest

$1,795,000.00

335 Yadkin Drive
Country Club Hills

$1,895,000.00

3516 Williamsborough Court
Williamsborough

$2,495,000.00

1604 Dogwood View Lane
Bayleaf Farms

$3,300,000.00

2805 Lakeview Drive
Country Club Hills

$3,950,000.00

RUNYON TYLER III

919.271.6641 | runyon.tyler@bhhsysu.com
BHH Affiliates, LLC. An independently operated subsidiary of HomeServices of America, Inc., a Berkshire Hathaway
affiliate, and a franchisee of BHH Affiliates, LLC. Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices and the Berkshire Hathaway
HomeServices symbol are registered service marks of HomeServices of America, Inc.%AE Equal Housing Opportunity.
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THE QUEEN’S
CARTOONIST

What’s up doc? For fans of a certain wascally wabbit, it’s The Queen’s Cartoonists,
a merry band of musicians that play notefor-note the music of the golden age of
animation and beyond. They will be bringing their swinging, animated big band act
to the Cary Arts Center March 8. Looney
Tunes? Merrie Melodies? Disney classics?
The Simpsons? It’s all in their repertoire—
and that’s not all, folks...

40% OFF PLUS FREE Installation
40% off any order of $1500 or more or $100 off $700 or more.
Not valid with any other offer. Free installation with any complete unit order of $500 or more.
With incoming order, at the time of purchase only. Mention WALTER magazine and receive
a free valet rod with closet purchase. Expires in 30 days.
CUSTOM CLOSETS • GARAGE CABINETS • HOME OFFICES • PANTRIES • LAUNDRIES • HOBBY ROOMS

Call for a free in-home design consultation and estimate
919-850-9030 | closetsbydesign.com
Follow us

Licensed and Insured • Locally Owned and Operated

7:30 p.m.; from $23; 101 Dry Ave., Cary; etix.
com/ticket/p/3599648/the-queens-cartoonists-marvelous-music-cary-cary-arts-center

Warner Brothers Studios

IMAGINE YOUR
HOME TOTALLY ORGANIZED

Getty Images (MARLEY); courtesy Takaaki Iwabu (CITIZEN)
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8-24
BOB MARLEY’S
THREE LITTLE
BIRDS
Every little thing is gonna be all
right in Raleigh Little Theatre’s
production of Bob Marley’s Three Little Birds. Based on the children’s
story by Cedella Marley, the renowned reggae artist’s daughter,
this musical tells the tale of Ziggy, a shy, television-obsessed boy
who discovers the beauty and magic of his Jamaican island home.
Punctuated with Bob Marley’s classics, this family-friendly show
will have all the buﬀalo soldiers jammin’ on their own screen-free
island time. The production includes two special performances:
Milk and Cookies Night March 14, with treats provided by Insomnia Cookies, and a Sensory-Friendly Performance March 30.
See website for dates and show times; $12 - $18; 301 Pogue St.;
raleighlittletheatre.org

9
CITIZEN SCIENTIST SATURDAY

The Museum of Natural Sciences wants you! Join the ranks of
amateur researchers on Citizen Science Saturdays at Prairie Ridge
Ecostation March 9. Aside from being a great place to get outside
and play, the Ecostation is a working lab where citizen scientists
can accompany one of the museum’s naturalists in collecting and
entering data on the local ﬂora, fauna and critters at Prairie Ridge.
To participate, citizens (recommended age 8+) are asked to meet
at the entrance kiosk at the appointed time equipped with a water
bottle and close-toed shoes for when the going gets mucky.
10:30 - 11 a.m.; free; 1671 Gold Star Drive; facebook.com/prairieridge/
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CAMPBELL
LAW
Celebrating its “10/40 anniversary”
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he year 2019 will be full of celebration for Campbell University’s law school.
The Norman Adrian Wiggins School of Law celebrates 40 years in operation, plus 10 years in its downtown Raleigh location. In 2009, the school
moved from Buies Creek, about an hour from Raleigh, to Hillsborough
Street. Law school dean J. Rich Leonard says that the move happened at an
opportune time. “Legal education was expanding fairly dramatically in 2008, 2009. We
knew that another law school would come to Raleigh if Campbell didn’t claim it.”
Since the move, the law school has expanded with new resources, opportunity and
community engagement. “We have the major court houses within walking distance,
plus the legislature as well as major state law ﬁrms and businesses. It’s unique that we
can provide our students with opportunities to practice while they’re still in school.
That’s a sound education in my opinion,” says Leonard. Law students at Campbell are
also able to give back to the community through legal clinics and mentorships with
local lawmakers and attorneys. There are four clinics that work to serve lower-income
members in the Triangle: Restorative Justice, Community Law, Bankruptcy and Senior
Law. “We’re working to add a ﬁfth this year,” says Leonard. “There are also 13 different
pro bono opportunities our students can engage in.”
The law school will kick off the year-long celebration with a gala at the new Union
Station March 22. Later in 2019, local artist Thomas Sayre will reveal an art installation
on Hillsborough Street in the parking lot adjacent to the law school. Leonard says the
cylindrical towers along the lot’s entrance will become a major piece of public art for
the university and for downtown, and hopes the reveal will happen during this year’s
graduation. “The move to Raleigh has given our students opportunities to gain practical knowledge in law. The school is prospering, and we’re glad to be in a position to
have this celebratory year.” —Catherine Currin

courtesy Campbell Law School

The ﬁrst graduating class from Campbell Law School in 1979.

Herb Ritts (ELTON); Marie D. De Jesús courtesy NASA (ASTRONAUT)
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ASTRONAUT MAE JEMISON

ELTON JOHN

Don’t go breaking our hearts. Alas, Elton John is taking a ﬁnal bow
on his Farewell Yellow Brick Road tour. Don’t let the sun go down
on your opportunity to sing Tiny Dancer along with Sir Elton and
the crowd at the PNC Arena March 12. Parking lot opens at 5:30
p.m. for crocodile rocking. (Parking fees apply.)
8 p.m.; from $300; 1400 Edwards Mill Rd.; thepncarena.com

Meet a woman who has broken barriers (including the sound barrier!) at Exploring the Frontiers of Science and Human Potential with
Astronaut Mae Jemison at the Carolina Theatre March 13. In 1992,
Jemison launched into history aboard the Space Shuttle Endeavor
as the ﬁrst woman of color to travel in space. Now a success in the
technology ﬁeld, Jemison shares her unique experience across ﬁelds
and dimensions. A Meet and Greet and photo op with Jemison before her talk are available with the purchase of a VIP ticket. Join her
and take one giant leap for humankind.
7:30 p.m.; $30 - $150; 309 W. Morgan St., Durham; carolinatheatre.com

TIMELESS

D I A MOND S , E S TATE AND A NT IQU E J E WE L R Y
L O O S E D I A MOND S OF AL L S HAPE S A N D S I Z E S
C ERT I FI ED A PPR AI SAL S • E XPERT J E WE L R Y R E PA I R S
W E B U Y D I A MOND S , G OL D AN D P L AT I N U M
345 S. WILMINGTON STREET
DOWNTOWN RALEIGH SI

N C E

1949

919 . 8 3 2 . 3 4 61 | R E L I A B L E J E W E L R Y . C O M

16-17
INDIA FEST

16
GARDEN GALLOP

Be the change you want to see in the community. Broughton High
School student Meredith Brown took up that mantle last year
and, with the help of fellow students of the Food Ark, a nonproﬁt
chapter at the school, started the Food Shuttle Garden Gallop 5K
Run/Walk. This year’s race is at Dorothea Dix Park and beneﬁts the
Inter-Faith Food Shuttle’s Urban Agriculture Education Initiative,
which supports programs that teach sustainable food production
and promotes increased access to healthy food in the Triangle.
8 a.m.; 1001 Blair Drive; $20; racereach.com/event/food-shuttle-garden-gallop-5k-run-walk/register/

Experience the dazzle of Bollywood
in Raleighwood at the 2019 Nuv
Yug India Fest at the Jim Graham
Building on the North Carolina State
Fairground. The Nuv Yug Cultural
Organization is a local nonproﬁt
that promotes awareness of Indian
cultural arts. Now in its third year,
India Fest is a full-on celebration of
South Asian culture. Sample delicacies from local restaurants Nazara and Persis, browse vendors of
Indian arts and crafts, take in the colorful and intricate fashion
and enjoy an eye-popping variety of non-stop music and dance
performance, from traditional to Bollywood. Nuv Yug is a Hindi
phrase that means “new era”—let’s help usher it in.
See website for hours; free; 1025 Blue Ridge Road; indiafestusa.net

Bold & Beautiful

Getty Images (GALLOP, INDIA)

Happening NOW

Creating beautiful rooms
SINCE 1939

Interior Design Service Available
Where Custom Furniture
is our Specialty!

North Raleigh • 5640 Capital Boulevard • 919-954-0025
Monday through Friday 10-6 • Saturday 10-5:30
Closed Sunday

Victoria Will (MUMFORD); Twentieth Century Fox (KING)
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19-24

MUMFORD & SONS

Follow the guiding light. British folk rock phenoms Mumford &
Sons stop by the PNC Arena March 17 on their 60-date world tour
to promote their new album Delta. Experience the band’s folkinfused music and exuberant performance style 360 degrees—they
will be rocking the arena from an in-the-round stage. Parking lot
opens at 4:30 p.m. for pregaming with other Mumsons and Mumdaughters. (Parking fees apply.)
7:30 p.m.; from $60.50; 1400 Edwards Mill Road; thepncarena.com

THE KING AND I

Whistle a happy tune—The North Carolina Theatre’s production of
The King and I is coming to the Duke Energy Center for the Performing Arts this month. Consider getting to know all about this Oscar
and Hammerstein classic, which boasts one of the most hummable
scores in musical theatre history.
See website for dates and show times; from $25; 2 E. South St.;
nctheatre.com
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The UniverSoul Circus is
coming to town. The tent
will be raised at the Coastal
Credit Union Music Park
at Walnut Creek beginning
March 20. This Atlanta-based
troupe is celebrating 25 years
of delighting audiences with
its one-ring circus featuring
performers of color from all over the world. Throw your hat in the
ring for an experience Newsweek describes as “the coolest show
on earth.”
See website for dates and show times; from $37; 3801 Rock Quarry
Road; livenation.com/venues/14476/coastal-credit-union-music-parkat-walnut-creek
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THE MUSIC OF QUEEN

The mercury is rising: The North Carolina Symphony presents The
Music of Queen March 22-23 at the Duke Energy Center for the
Performing Arts. Turn down the radio gaga and turn up for all the
killer Queen hits. The symphony is joined by a full rock band—and
they certainly will rock you.
8 p.m.; 2 E. South St.; ncsymphony.org
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courtesy UniverSoul Circus (CIRCUS); courtesy Queen (QUEEN)

UNIVERSOUL
CIRCUS

Find Your Sanctuary...

• Homes from the $700’s
• Award-Winning Custom Builders
• Wooded Homesites with Water Views
• Minutes from Cary & Downtown Raleigh
• Exclusive Luxury Living

SanctuaryAtYatesMill.com

919.845.9909

Directions: From Raleigh, travel I-440 West to the Jones Franklin
Rd exit. Turn left onto Jones Franklin Rd, then travel 2.1 miles and
turn left onto Tryon Rd, then turn right onto Yates Mill Pond Rd.
Turn right onto Theys Rd, then right onto Milner Dr.

Sales and Marketing by The Jim Allen Group Coldwell Banker Howard Perry and Walston.
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RALEIGH
BOYCHOIR

MARCH

23
YOGAFEST

Oh brother, where art
thou? The Raleigh Boychoir will perform The
High Lonesome Bluegrass Mass at First Baptist Church March 23.
Joining the Raleigh chorus are boychoir members from the area,
performing as the 2nd annual Triangle All Boy Honor Choir, alongside North Carolina State’s Singing Statesmen, the First Baptist
Church Sanctuary Choir, Chuck Nation Bluegrass Band and guest
conductor and composer of the piece, Tim Sharp. Gather ‘round.

Go with the ﬂow at the 8th annual Yogafest NC at the McKimmon
Center on the campus of North Carolina State University. It’s a
full day of yoga with over 30 diverse classes for enthusiasts of all
levels. Take a break from planking and posing to attend one of the
holistic healing and wellness mini-seminars planned throughout
the day, browse the Expo Hall Marketplace for health and wellness goods and services and enjoy a plant-based luncheon. Strike
a hero pose: proceeds from Yogafest support You Call This Yoga,
an organization that provides programs to help the physically
challenged and underserved experience the beneﬁts of yoga.
Namaste all day long.

3 p.m.; free; 99 N. Salisbury St.; raleighboychoir.org

7:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.; $75; 1101 Gorman St., youcallthisyoga.org
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ARE YOU SMARTER
THAN A 10TH GRADER?

Alex, what is a brain teaser? Answer: Are You Smarter Than a 10th
Grader?, a trivia event and fundraiser for The Wade Edwards
Foundation on March 24. Gather your three smartest friends and
head to Sitti Restaurant to test your knowledge of high school
curriculum in a relaxed atmosphere emceed by local celebs Mimi
Shankin from ComedyWorx and Lee Quinn, Jeopardy winner and
Broughton High School teacher. Proceeds from the evening, which
include an online auction, beneﬁt the nonproﬁt that prepares
Wake County high school students for personal and academic success through achievement, enrichment and service opportunities.
See the website to register a team. Get involved to buy much more
than a vowel.
2 - 5 p.m.; $80 per team; 137 S. Wilmington St.; wade.org
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CHICAGO

Does anybody really know what time it is? Yes: It’s Chicago time.
The rock band is appearing at the Durham Performing Arts Center
March 26. It’s a hard habit to break—the band has toured every
year since forming in 1967 and this go-around once again features
the four original band members: Robert Lamm on keyboards and
vocals, Lee Loughnane on trumpet and vocals, James Pankow on
trombone and Walt Parazaider on woodwinds. Kick back and enjoy
the journey through their extensive catalog that includes 21 top
10 singles, ﬁve consecutive number one albums, 11 number one
singles and ﬁve gold singles in the vast repertoire.
7:30 p.m.; from $60; 123 Vivian St., Durham; dpacnc.com

Getty Images (BOYCHOIR, YOGA); courtesy The Wade Edwards Foundation (SMARTER); courtesy of the Rock Hall Library and Archive (CHICAGO)
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THE NEXT
PHASE
FOR THE
CYPRESS
COULD
BE A NEW
PHASE
FOR YOU.

Now is the perfect time to build a better retirement for yourself at
The Cypress of Raleigh. Reserve a residence in our new phase, and
`V\^PSSZVVULUQV`[OLILULÄ[ZVMOVTLV^ULYZOPW^P[OV\[[OLOHZZSLZ
of upkeep - not to mention abundant social opportunities, scenic
walks around our private lakes, cuisine that rivals Raleigh’s best
restaurants, and an array of services and amenities that make life
easy. And, should you ever need it, healthcare of the highest quality
is available onsite. We look forward to hearing from you soon, as this
unique opportunity will only be available for a limited time.

Opportunity
knocks, again

Secure your future at The Cypress of Raleigh –
Phase III Villas opening 2020.

Learn more at cypressofraleigh.com or call 919-518-8918
to schedule a tour.

SOUTHERN
SURREAL
A never-before-seen exhibit of mysterious woodwork

T

rompe l’oeil carvings, secret compartments and a
house shaped like a tramp ship, 200 miles from the
sea? All the creations of Tilden J. Stone, a littleknown master cabinetmaker and wood carver who
was born in North Carolina in 1874. N.C. State’s
Gregg Museum of Art & Design director Roger Manley ﬁrst
came across his work while researching a book on North Carolina curiosities, when he met a couple who lived inside a shoe.
“The shoe was actually a small-scale building, but they
pointed to an overgrown foundation a couple hundred feet
away, where they said an eccentric uncle had lived in a house
shaped like a ship,” says Manley. So he dug deeper, learning
Stone’s story: Born in Thomasville, Stone was orphaned at a
young age, then ran away to New York as a teen, where he apprenticed for a cabinetmaker. Stone later joined the Merchant
Marines, spending the next 30 years sailing around the the
world and learning different styles of woodworking in ports
like Singapore and Macau. After retiring as a Senior Officer, he
moved back to North Carolina, where he worked as a designer
and pattern-maker for local furniture brands like Bernhardt
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and Broyhill. But he spent his free time carving personal,
quirky furniture in the cargo hold of the shore-based ship.
“He made strange furniture with lots of extremely odd features carved into it, often as portrait pieces,” Manley says. The
ﬁrst time Tilden’s work has been displayed in North Carolina,
Southern Surreal: Masterpiece Furniture by Tilden Stone gathers
his diverse, fantastic work: A set of shelves composed of ﬁshing
rods and creels (“It looks like you could just pick them up and
go ﬁshing,” says Manley); an object that appears to be a wood
stove that turns into a chest of drawers through a series of
knobs and levers; a set of carved wooden golf clubs with hidden
liquor storage inside (hey, it was Prohibition!); and a Hoosierstyle cabinet (complete with bins for ﬂour and corn meal) that
unfolds into a working piano at the twist of a screw.
“We wanted to show something that wasn’t quite so
contemporary, and I think people will love the playfulness and
mystery in his work,” says Manley. —Ayn-Monique Klahre
See website for hours; free admission; 1903 Hillsborough St.;
gregg.arts.ncsu.edu

courtesy Gregg Museum
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Clockwise from left: shotgun sideboard, Tilden
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DEATHTRAP

The game is afoot! The Stageworks Theatre of Holly Springs presents Deathtrap at the Holly Springs Cultural Center March 28 - 30.
Scheme along with the diabolical machinations of writer Sidney
Bruhl as he attempts to regain fame and fortune in Ira Levin’s
Broadway favorite.
See website for show dates and times; $10; 300 W. Ballentine St., Holly
Springs; hollyspringsnc.us/1408/Death-Trap

29
JAZZMEIA HORN

It’s all in her name: NC State LIVE presents Jazzmeia Horn at the
Talley Student Center March 29. Revive Music raves “…it’s obvious
Jazzmeia Horn is a singer to watch out for…With the depth of feeling and personality of Billy Holiday and the virtuosity and playfulness of Sarah Vaughan…” Come out to hear the Grammy-nominated vocalist riﬀ, scat and deliver a performance worthy of her name.
Make a meal of it and dine beforehand at North Carolina State’s
1887 Bistro. See website to make a reservation for the three-course
prix ﬁxe dinner and all that jazz.
8 p.m.; from $8; 2610 Cates Ave.; live.arts.ncsu.edu

30
BOULEVARDS

30
CARNIVAL OF ANIMALS

Get in a funk and hit the street for Boulevards at Lincoln Theatre
March 30. Boulevards is the stage name of Jamil Rashad, a funk
songwriter from Raleigh with a sound steeped in the soul of pioneers like Prince, Rick James and Earth, Wind, and Fire —plus the
modern edge of Pharrell and Breakbot. Boulevards is joined by the
Raleigh hip-hop tribe Kooley High and Outer Banks psychedelic
indie rock group Zack Mexico for a night of moving and grooving.

Waltz of the elephants? Anything is possible at The North Carolina
Symphony’s Young People’s Concert: Carnival of the Animals at the
Duke Energy Center for the Performing Arts March 30. The Paperhand Puppet Intervention helps the symphony make Saint-Saëns’
humorous suite The Carnival of the Animals larger than life with
its signature outsized puppets. Come early for animal-themed
activities for tykes in the lobby one hour before each performance.
Hear them roar!

8:30 p.m.; $14.50; 126 E. Cabarrus St.; lincolntheatre.com

1 p.m. and 4 p.m.; $27; 2 E. South St.; ncsymphony.org
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Getty Images (DEATHTRAP); Jacob Blickenstaﬀ (JAZZMEIA), Gus Samarco (BOULEVARDS); Lee Capps (CARNIVAL)
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FANCY A PINT?
Have a wee dram to support your
neighborhood publican. These
local Irish restaurants and bars
will be serving up special dishes,
entertainment and plenty of
green beer. Sláinte!
Doherty’s Irish Pub
1979 High House Road, Cary
5490 Apex Peakway, Apex

O’Malley’s Pub and Restaurant
5228 Hollyridge Drive

ST.
PADDY’S
DAY
Celebrate Irish heritage in the Triangle
Lads and lasses will feel the luck o’ the
Irish as the Raleigh area goes green for
St. Patrick’s Day. Kick off the festivities
at the Raleigh St. Patrick’s Day Parade
downtown March 16. Afterwards, you
can head to City Plaza for the Wearin’
‘O the Green Festival to enjoy grassytinted refreshments and Celtic-inspired
entertainment. For more information about
the parade and festival, visit: raleighstpats.
org. While you are downtown, be sure
to swing by Krispy Kreme for a greenglazed treat. North Raleighites can head
over to Lafayette Village for the Paddy
on the Green festival featuring live
music, activities, food and drink. Erin go
b’Raleigh!
Venture further aﬁeld with the
wee kiddies and go In Search of Leprechauns at Historic Yates Mill County
Park March 15. There will be Irish music,
storytelling and an opportunity for
children to build their very own leprechaun trap. Registration is required. Or, no
kidding, spend Saint Patrick’s Day with
40 | WALTER

Goats at Spring Haven Farm in Chapel
Hill March 16-17. Pet the goats, dance
a jig with a pig and take a tractor ride.
It’s BYOB for adults who want to tipple
an ale while enjoying live music. This is a
ticketed event. Round out your day in the
country with a stop by Cary’s La Farm
Bakery for some Irish Soda Bread to
slather with plenty of Irish butter.
Walk, run or crawl to your favorite
pub. The nOg Run Club is hosting the
11th Annual St. Paddy’s 4 Miler March
23. Wear green, run for fun, then enjoy
food, music and beverages at the Raleigh
Beer Garden. Or, slow your roll for a pub
tour: The St. Patrick’s Day Bar Crawl is
March 16 and winds through Glenwood
South or you can gather at Isaac Hunter’s
Tavern immediately following the parade
March 16 for The Great St. Paddy’s Day
Pub Crawl. The run and pub crawls require
registration.
No matter where your rainbow ends,
you are sure to strike gold.
—Katherine Poole

Pat Murnane’s Irish Pub
2101 S. Main St.,Wake Forest
The Piper’s Tavern
8304 Falls of Neuse Road
Saints and Scholars
909 Spring Forest Road
Trali Irish Pub and Restaurant
10370 Moncreiffe Road

Adam Jennings (PARADE); Getty Images (CLOVER)

Hibernian Pub
311 Glenwood Ave.
8021 Falls of Neuse Road

EXTRAORDINARY
LEADER SHIP

Matt Davis
President
North Carolina
Region

“Client success
is Paragon
success.”

Brian Reid
President
Triangle Market

Paragon Bank built our reputation
on an Extraordinary Client Experience.
An experience built on proactive, memorable, individualized
client service. And with the regional capabilities that come
with being a division of TowneBank, Paragon can deliver
an even more extraordinary experience.
Learn more about the Paragon Extraordinary Experience at
ParagonBank.com/AboutUs

Raleigh: 919.788.7770
Cary: 919.415.4377
ParagonBank.com

31
Orig HM@KǝVHM 
DÉDQVRHO@MCAǝD
visitRaleigh.com has everything locals need to keep visiting
friends and family happy with tasty ideas for what and where
to eat, like Chinese and Laotian-inspired craft beer and dim
sum at Brewery Bhavana. Brother-and-sister wonder pair
Vansana and Vanvisa Nolintha have created a space that is
uniquely Raleigh—one that invites engagement, celebrates
creativity and emphasizes hospitality and grace.
Learn more at visitRaleigh.com/family.

THE CREATION

In the beginning… Joseph Haydn was so
moved by Handel’s Messiah, it inspired
him to write The Creation, one of the
most powerful choral works in the
canon. On March 31 at the Duke Energy
Center for Performing Arts, the North
Carolina Master Chorale will give voice
to this uplifting oratorio with 170 singers,
an orchestra and soloists. And on this
seventh day, rejoice.
3 - 5 p.m.; $15.40 - $32.00; 2 E. South St.;
ncmasterchorale.org

Getty Images
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SLAM DUNK
March Madness is upon us!
If you’re a basketball fan in
search of a social spot to
cheer for your team during
the tourney, consider one of
these sports-friendly spots
across the Triangle.

RALEIGH
Players’ Retreat
105 Oberlin Road
Clouds Breweing
126 N. West St.
CARY
Hickory Tavern
1156 Parkside Main St.
Crosstown Pub & Grill
140 East Chatham St.

   
  

CHAPEL HILL
Carolina Brewery
480 W. Franklin St.
Four Corners
175 E. Franklin St.
DURHAM
Tobacco Road
280 S. Mangum St.
Devine’s
904 W. Main St.

          

!      !

A tribute to the iconic local personalities that make ACC basketball
a nationwide phenomenon. Plus: Our teams, by the numbers.

UNC head coach Roy Williams, left, and
N.C. State head coach Kevin Keatts. Williams coached the Tar Heels to three national championships in 12 years. Keatts
took over the Wolfpack in 2017, and led
the team to the 2018 NCAA tournament.

SCOREBOARD
NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS

Duke head coach Mike “Coach K” Krzyzewski, left, chats with former N.C. State
head coach James Valvano, aka Jimmy V.
Coach K has over 1,100 victories with the
Blue Devils, the most in NCAA history.
Valvano led N.C. State’s “Cardiac Pack” to
an unprecedented championship victory
at the NCAA tournament in 1983.

NCSU: 2
UNC: 6
Duke: 5

ACC TOURNEY WINS
NCSU: 10
UNC: 18
Duke: 14

RETIRED JERSEYS
NCSU: 11
UNC: 8
Duke: 13
Michael Jordan (23) playing for the Tar
Heels in 1982. The Wilmington native
went on to play in the NBA for almost
two decades, and he's just one of 309
players from ACC teams in North Carolina who've been drafted to the NBA.
(He now owns the Charlotte Hornets.)

UNC VS.DUKE
137-111*
STADIUM CAPACITIES
PNC Arena: 19,772
The Dean Dome: 21,750
Cameron Indoor Stadium: 9,314

Former UNC head coach Dean Smith,
left, with then assistant coach Roy
Williams. Smith led the Tar Heels to two
NCAA championship titles in 1982 and
1993, 13 ACC Tournament titles and 11
Final Four appearances.

*Statisitics current at press time; information courtesy NCAA, ACC, ESPN, Duke University, N.C. State University, UNC Chapel Hill
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Robert Willett (WILLIAMS, KEATTS); Scott Sharpe (JORDAN); Chris Seward (JIMMY V., COACH K.); Ed Reinke (SMITH, WILLIAMS)

Our

THE DATEJUST 41
The new generation of the essential classic, with a new movement
and design that keep it at the forefront of watchmaking.
It doesn’t just tell time. It tells history.

OYSTER PERPETUAL DATEJUST 41

rolex

oyster perpetual and datejust are

®

trademarks.

411 Marlowe Road | Raleigh 27609 | $2,450,000 | MLS# 2208839
SALLI WORTH (919) 271-9629

106 Barkridge Court | Morrisville 27560 | $1,499,999 | MLS# 2229087
KAREN COE (919) 523-6267

1076 Cabin Creek | Oxford 27565 | $1,495,000 | MLS# 2220489
EDDIE CASH (919) 749-1729

PARTNER WITH THE WORLD’S
luxury REAL ESTATE POWERHOUSE.

1116 Silver Oaks Court | Raleigh 27614 | $890,000 | MLS# 2204144
JAYNE BURTON (919) 417-4147

2928 Skybrook Oaks Drive | Raleigh 27612 | $850,000 | MLS# 2168089
GRETCHEN COLEY (919) 422-3794

GIVERS

From left to right:
Designed For Joy
co-founders Kristen
Sydow and Cary Heise

MINDFUL
DESIGN

A nonproﬁt provides creative jobs with a higher purpose
by PAIGE HACHET JACOB

“S

he believed she could, so she did.” So reads a
quote by author R.S. Grey that’s on display
inside Designed For Joy (DFJ), a nonproﬁt
in Boylan Heights that creates living-wage
artisan jobs for at-risk women, including
victims of sex or labor trafficking, sexual assault and domestic
violence. The quote encapsulates the courage and drive behind
an organization where women are on a mission to help other
women restore conﬁdence in themselves.
At its core, Designed for Joy believes in second chances. It
helps to rebuild futures by teaching women artisan skills and
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photography by EAMON QUEENEY
providing a reliable reference for them to successfully join the
job market. Co-founder Cary Heise was inspired to create DFJ
after a mission trip to Rwanda, where she learned of an artisan group that took 30 prostitutes off the street and provided
them with jobs. She used her experience as an entrepreneur,
combined with co-founder Kristen Sydow’s background in
fashion and textiles, to create a similar business model.
For Heise, it’s the perfect marriage between business savvy
and mission life. Centered around a strong faith, the studio
begins each day with devotion and prayer, but notes that the
organization is all-inclusive. “You don’t have to be a believer

Backyard Oasis

Creative
Landscaping
Solutions
for Fine Properties Since 2002
in Christ to work here or to volunteer, but this is where our
inspiration, and probably our tenacity, comes from,” she says.
Heise considers DFJ a vocational resource, part of a holistic
approach to rebuilding lives. “When someone is coming from
generational poverty, it’s really hard to bounce back from even
one speeding ticket, one arrest, or one illness.” The studio
partners with area ministries and charitable organizations
such as Healing Transitions, The Salvation Army and Caring
Connections Ministry to provide a strong support network
for the women in their program as they train to be artisans.
This helps create a wide-ranging foundation—from spiritual
and mental aid to housing accommodations—to buttress the
women as they work to restore their lives.
The Cabarrus Street studio designs and makes jewelry,
handbags and home accessories. Each piece of jewelry features
a name on the tag, either a woman who created the product
from start to ﬁnish or one who was a part of the product
assembly process. At vendor events, the participants tell
stories of how their lives have changed for the better, even if
they’re not ready to share their names.
One current artisan, Facial Archer, found herself homeless
after battling drug addiction, the death of her husband, and

• Creative Landscape Design & Installation
• Privacy Screens are Our Specialty
• Backyard Oasis & Retreats
• Mature Shade & Flowering Trees
• Swimming Pool Landscapes

Privacy Screening

RALEIGH • DURHAM • CHAPEL HILL
www.homeandgardenlandscapes.com
919-801-0211 | NCLC License #2591

incarceration. Facing additional health issues, she had trouble
keeping a job. But her eyes brighten while telling her own
story: At Designed for Joy, she was met with love and compassion, which allowed her to let go of lingering shame. “The past
wasn’t so haunting,” Archer says. “I don’t have to be the thing
that I was. I can be a productive citizen in society.”
The partnerships DFJ has established build strong local ties.
“We love knowing we’re contributing directly to downtown
Raleigh’s economy and all of the other good works everybody
is doing,” says Heise. And customers are happy to be a part
of a retail experience that helps the community. “They are
excited about the impact we’re making, especially when they
hear the personal stories from the women here in Raleigh
whose lives are being affected just through the purchase of a
pair of earrings.”
Even though the business is young, it’s making signiﬁcant
strides. Since its opening in 2017, Designed for Joy has paid
more than 1,300 hours of living wages, along with providing
workshops and meals to its participants. Heise says humbly
that Designed for Joy is just one of many organizations doing
great work in Raleigh. “We’re just ﬁnding creative and unique
ways to better our community.”
Friday—Saturday 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.; designedforjoy.com

NEW

TRAVEL GEAR

Mission
Duffel

Adventure Travel Starts Here
Cameron Village, Raleigh Eastgate Shopping Center, Chapel Hill
GreatOutdoorProvision.com

WINSTON-SALEM, NC

Yasuo Kuniyoshi (1893–
1953), By the Sea, 1942.
Oil on linen. 16 x 12 in.
(40.6 x 30.5 cm.). Edward
W. Root Bequest, 57.169.
Munson-WilliamsProctor Arts Institute
Museum of Art, Utica,
NY. Photography by
John Bigelow Taylor and
Diane Dubler.

February 15–May 12, 2019

reynoldahouse.org/hopper

SHOP

GLOBAL
GROCERY

H Mart oﬀers an array of wares with an Asian inﬂuence
by ALEX DIXON photography by SMITH HARDY

I

t would be reasonable to make a list before heading to the
grocery store or to ﬁgure a route ahead of time to get in
and out as quickly as possible. But if you’re heading to H
Mart, that planning would likely be rendered useless. From
live abalone to massage chairs, the store offers an enticing
and ever-changing assortment of products rivaled by few retailers in the Triangle.
Part grocery store, part food court—with a dash of discount
warehouse store thrown in—H Mart is an Asian-inspired supermarket based in New Jersey that has more than 60 locations
nationwide. Its ﬁrst location opened in 1982 in Woodside, New
York, and its Cary location, which opened in 2016, remains its
only North Carolina store. At the corner of High House and Davis Drive in the Cornerstone Village center, the market is located
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at the 46,000 square-foot site formerly housed by Lowes Foods.
Upon entering the Cary store, guests are greeted with a
sprawling produce section featuring a variety of fruits and
vegetables, many with Asian origins, from tropical dragon fruit
to durian to massive Korean pears. The prepared foods lining
the shelves include dozens of varieties of kimchi, a Korean dish
of varying spiced and fermented vegetables; seaweed salad and
sauces for marinating and topping dishes like bibimbap; an array
of soy sauces in varying hues, strengths and packaging; and
pastes that range from fermented black bean to the popular spicy
gochujang. “We believe the excellence of our products encourages our fellow Koreans to have profound pride and dignity in
the magniﬁcent culture of our motherland, South Korea,” H
Mart founder and CEO Il Yeon Kwon said in a statement. “As we

ORIGINAL STYLES
IMPECCABLE DESIGNS
SUPERIOR CUSTOMER SERVICE
All in one convenient location.
Hickory Furniture Mart.

Free Shipping on Qualiﬁed Purchases • March 1-31
www.hickoryfurniture.com | 1-866-471-4366

MARCH 21–24
The North Carolina
Museum of Art’s ﬁfth annual
festival of art and ﬂowers
From above: Customers can enjoy lunch at the food-hall style
dining area within H Mart; the Korean market in Cary is over
40,000 square feet.

50 FLOR A L
M A S TE R PI ECE S

created by world-class designers
inspired by art
in the Museum’s collection

ncartmuseum.org/bloom
OR (919) 715-5923

2110 Blue Ridge Road, Raleigh

expand, we like to think that we are reinventing the way people
eat through a robust and unique food culture that promotes a
rich and healthy lifestyle.”
In the food court, guests can choose from ﬁve restaurant
options, whose menus include favorites like Panang curry
at Thai Pantry, Japanese noodles at Don-Don and a take on
sweet-and-tangy crispy Korean fried chicken at BBQ Chicken.
The store also houses a location of the South Korean bakery
franchise Tous le Jours. Other ﬂavors can be found at stands
throughout the store, where employees whip up taste-tests of
food on sale and demo cooking implements from woks to ﬂattop grills. An entire aisle is devoted to home goods, where you
can ﬁnd everything from a soup spoon to a comforter to highend rice cookers.
H Mart is short for “Han Ah Reum,” which loosely translates to a Korean phrase meaning “one arm full of groceries.” But
given the breadth of the store, one cart full of groceries may just
be a little more appropriate.

GIGS

OM RUN

A yoga instructor introduces a new practice
to the N.C. State baseball team
by KATHERINE POOLE

“W

ould you be
intimidated by
teaching yoga
to 35 collegeaged guys?”
That’s one of the ﬁrst questions Scott
Ensell, Assistant Athletic Trainer for
the N.C. State baseball team, asked Justin Anne Patterson. “No,” she replied. “I
got this.”
Patterson has been leading yoga sessions with the baseball team since last
October, when Ensell got the go-ahead
from the coaching staff to incorporate
the practice into the team’s condition-
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photography by SMITH HARDY

ing program. As a trainer, Ensell’s main
focus is injury prevention, stretching
and breathing techniques, so yoga is a
natural ﬁt. And, as it turns out, so is Patterson. “We love Justin Anne. She really
relates to the guys. She gets their sense
of humor and ﬁts into the group,” says
Ensell.
Patterson meets with players for 45
minutes to an hour at the Wolfpack’s
Close-King Indoor Practice Facility,
where workouts happen right on the
ﬁeld, no mats required. “AstroTurf is
perfect for yoga!” says Patterson. “It was
made for people to fall down on.”

During the pre-season, Patterson
focused on stretching and stability.
She also targeted key areas for baseball
players like upper body strength, single
leg balancing and torso rotation. And
for fun, she taught them inversions and
arm balances. She laughs as she recalls
watching all those large, powerful bodies attempting headstands. Now that the
season is underway, she's transitioned
more into restorative yoga, “the stretchy,
feel-good stuff.”
Ensell says he’s pleased with the results. Players report feeling more ﬂexible
and less sore after intense training prac-

  

tices, including pitcher Michael Bienlien.
“I’ve had some issues and injuries like a
stress fracture in my lower back, so I was
curious how yoga would affect my body,”
he says. “I was really pleased with how I
felt.” In fact, some players were so concerned about losing ﬂexibility over the
holiday break last December that they
asked Patterson to make a short video of
stretches for them to practice at home.
Ensell says, “she’s deﬁnitely molded them
into little yogis.”
When she’s not training the team,
Patterson is a full-time instructor at Indigo Hot Yoga on Oberlin Road, where
she has been teaching for more than
ﬁve years. She also volunteers as a yoga
teacher at Gigi’s Playhouse, an activity
and achievement center for individuals
with Down syndrome. She loves working with people of all shapes, sizes and
abilities. “I don’t look like a typical yoga
teacher,” says Patterson, “so I like that
people can come into my class and think,
‘If she can do this, I can do this.’”
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Her ball players have certainly come
to believe. The team’s ﬁrst yoga session was mandatory—Ensell wanted
everyone to give it a try. The following
session was optional, and much to Patterson’s surprise, the whole team showed
up—and kept on coming. “Justin Anne
is awesome. She has a great personality
and is a fun person to be around, but
she deﬁnitely knows what she’s doing,”
says shortstop Will Wilson, who is also a
prospect for the MLB draft. The feeling
is mutual. “They work so hard and take
me so seriously. I told them, ‘If you all
put this much effort into yoga, I can’t
imagine what you are going to do out
there in the ﬁeld.’” says Patterson. “I
have absolutely fallen in love with these
stinky college guys.”
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GIVERS

MEASURABLE
IMPACT
Raleigh Rescue Mission’s new CEO ﬁts right in
by CATHERINE CURRIN

J

ohn Luckett knows the power of
an advocate. The new CEO of Raleigh Rescue Mission (RRM) grew
up in extreme poverty in rural
Mississippi, but a local family took
a chance on him. They helped him
learn to read, and used their resources
to help Luckett’s father ﬁnd a job. He’s
channeled the gratitude from that experience to inform his life’s work, and his
new role at RRM will surely keep him
on that path. “What we’re doing is more
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complicated than giving someone a meal
and a place to stay. At the Mission, we go
deep with these individuals to help get
them back into mainstream society.”
Most recently CEO of The Good
Samaritan Health Center in Atlanta,
Georgia, Luckett says he was drawn to
the sense of community in Raleigh. “It
seems like there are people, organizations and businesses in the Raleigh and
Triangle area who are actively seeking
out how to help others,” Luckett says.

“There is a desire to partner and work
together to address community issues.”
He says RRM enticed him because it
creates a measurable difference for the
people it serves. “I thought to myself:
What kind of organization do I want
to be a part of that will really make an
impact? Where, as a result of what you’re
doing, are the individuals that have been
changed?” He found that in Raleigh Rescue Mission—an organization that drills
down to the root of the problem when it
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comes to homelessness in Wake County,
Luckett says. “What causes homelessness in Wake County could be totally
different than other regions.” That’s why
it’s important that the organization is
tackling everything on a local level, from
ﬁnancial literacy and vocational training
to the school-to-prison pipeline.
One way they do this is through
RRM’s New Life Plan, which Luckett
says is currently his main focus. From
September to November of last year,
nearly 400 individuals requested services. Many of those are referred to other
organizations in the area, but 159 were
enrolled in the program, a six-phase plan
whose goal is to take an individual from
homelessness and unemployment to
becoming a working member of society
with a place to live.
To best help their participants,
the organization partners with other
nonproﬁts like Habitat for Humanity,
Wheels for Hope, Wake Tech Community College and The Green Chair
Project to offer full coverage and support
to those they are serving. The phases
of support cover just about every need:
“The plan addresses trauma, mental
and physical health, tutoring for both
children and adults, sustainable living
wage jobs, transportation and eventually
permanent housing,” says Luckett.
The children that come in contact
with RRM are also a huge priority. “Yes,
we want to invest in adults, but we can’t
forget that we’ve got to invest in these
children.” Children that enter the New
Life Plan with their parents will receive
everything from tutoring to access to extracurricular activities. With two adult
children of his own, Luckett says “When
I’m serving someone, I always think
about what I would do if they were my
children.”
Luckett broke the cycle of poverty in
his own family and hopes to help others
do the same. With Raleigh—a growing city, versus an established hub like
Atlanta—Luckett says the scale of the
problem is small enough that his work
with Raleigh Rescue Mission can have,
in his words, a measurable impact.
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Kathryn Brooks, director of children's advocacy for RRM
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Get ready for Spring with Renewal by
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will you be able to let the fresh air in with
virtually transparent TruScene screens, you
can clean your windows inside and out with
the press of a button! This summer, you will
enjoy signiﬁcantly lower energy bills and a
cooler more comfortable home. Call today
for a FREE In-Home Consultation. But hurry,
so your Spring cleaning will be a breeze!
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From left to right:
Designed For Joy
co-founders Kristen
Sydow and Cary Heise

Manager Dan Stewart

LOCAL CATCH
Earp’s Seafood keeps it in the family
by CATHERINE CURRIN

“T

he only thing that has changed is the
generation,” says Kimber Salmon Stewart,
granddaughter of Earp’s Seafood founder
Herbert Earp. Her grandfather started the
ﬁsh market 52 years ago on the corner of
S. Saunders Street and Maywood Avenue. Even if you haven’t
been inside, you’ve seen it: A white building hooded by a blue
roof, Earp’s Seafood written in bold, no-nonsense letters,
that has become a landmark as you approach downtown. The
structure has origins in the 1960s, before Saunders Street
became a major thoroughfare.
“My mother worked at a hair salon in a house in Historic
Oakwood, and she gave my grandfather $500 to start the
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shop,” says Stewart. She says her grandmother Mary Earp was
the backbone of the business, even making homemade preserves for the regulars in the shop. “It was the love and hard
work that she put in that made it so successful.” Her parents,
Nancy Earp Salmon and David Salmon (yes, she just happened
to marry a man named after a ﬁsh), eventually took over the
business.
“Having the Earp name out there and carrying that on
makes me feel proud. As a granddaughter, I feel like I’ve made
my family proud,” says Stewart. Now, her husband Dan has
been managing the market for eight years, and the shop has
only closed long-term one time, when a tornado hit in 2011.
The market was rebuilt, and the family business continued on.

“Welcoming
I wanted a place for mom
where I would love to live.”
Actual Overture Resident
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Raleigh, NC 27612
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1720 Hillsborough Street, Suite 120
Raleigh, NC 27605

919-928-5324
OvertureCentennial.com
Overture is an equal housing opportunity. Amenities and services vary by location. Photo of Overture resident(s). See a Greystar representative for details.

In 2017, the building's exterior got a facelift—a bold seascape
mural by Sean Kernick that greets you as you approach it from
the south—as part of Raleigh’s Public Arts campaign.
Inside, the space is clean, chilly and lined with dozens of
stainless steel bins, ﬁlled with the latest coastal haul. “Everything we sell is wild caught and fresh. Our motto is ‘We hook
it and you cook it.’” The store boasts only the freshest ﬁsh and
shellﬁsh from the East Coast: crabs from Maryland, snapper
from South Carolina, oysters from North Carolina. Stewart
says that oysters are especially a hit right now—millenials love
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an oyster roast. “And we always say, ‘Eat ﬁsh, live longer; eat
oysters, love longer,’” Stewart says coyly.
Stewart says business is thriving, and she loves seeing loyal
customers coming back year after year—especially when customers who used to be kids start bringing their own children
in for a visit. “It’s puts a smile on everyone’s face.” And the
plan is to keep it in the family: Next in line is Dan and Kimber
Stewart’s 16-year-old son, Presley. “We have tried our best to
keep it going as a family business, and he’ll be the fourth generation. It’s a beautiful thing to have.”
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FIND YOUR
KREWE
A Louisiana native reclaims her
Mardi Gras spirit in the Triangle
by ADDIE LADNER

J

anuary 6, 2019: True to form, I
move mountains, starting at dawn,
to get everyone loaded up and out
the door for Mass. It’s the Feast of
the Epiphany and I’m ready
to kick off another Mardi Gras
season here in Raleigh. I'm up extra-early
to get a king cake started and wake the
kids with Zydeco music. Despite my best
efforts, we're still late—and spend the
entire Mass wrangling children who are
barely able to pay attention. But then our
4-year-old recognizes the word “epiphany” and squeals, “Mardi Gras!” I’m
embarrassed but also pleased as punch
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that my kids will know what this holiday
is, after all. The Mardi Gras they’ll know
is a stark contrast to the one I grew up
with, but it’s better than no Mardi Gras
at all. We’ll spend the next two months
baking and passing out king cakes to
local friends. We’ll listen to The Meters
every morning as we pull down our bag
of beads and masks; we’ll transform shoe
boxes into miniature Mardi Gras ﬂoats.
Laissez les bons temps rouler, I say!
I was raised near New Orleans and
went to college in Mobile, Alabama, so
Mardi Gras was a holiday with as much
signiﬁcance as Christmas—schools even

get a full week off to celebrate.
The festivities aren’t limited to just
one day: they start exactly on the Feast
of the Epiphany (which is always January 6) and carry on through Fat Tuesday (which varies year-to-year; usually
mid-February or early March). Growing
up, king cake was consumed regularly
and many weekends were spent entirely
at parades, where you’re expected and
even encouraged to yell and plead for,
essentially, junk. In return, you’d end up
with bags of shiny plastic beads, doubloons and MoonPies that lingered in
cars, homes and sidewalks for weeks.

Getty Images (FENCE, FEATHER); courtesy Oakwood (KREWE); courtesy Addie Ladner (CHILD)

REFLECTIONS

READY TO ROULER?
Procure a king cake and other
Mardi Gras confections from one
of these local établissements.
Lucettegrace
La Farm Bakery
Great Harvest Bread Co.
Bourbon Street Beignets
Food Truck
Baton Rouge Cuisine Food Truck
Or, fatten up your Tuesday
on the town.

It was all mesmerizing—the costumes,
the marching bands, the parade royals. I
don’t recall anyone ever explaining what
Mardi Gras was to me, I just learned
through osmosis. And like many things
in life, I didn’t realize how much I loved
the spirit of it all until I wasn't around
it. I also realized I desperately want my
young kids to know it.
Year one here in Raleigh, we sulked
over mediocre Cajun food and king cake,
wallowing in a major bout of FOMO.
Fast-forward to year nine: Raleigh is happily now our home and we’ve got three
young kids who need to know a proper
Mardi Gras. Gratefully, the city houses
plenty of other people who aren't from
here, either, and the sights and sounds of
Carnival Season around me are steadily
growing. My friend Magara throws
a New Orleans-style soirée each year,
dishing out red beans and rice and hurricanes (a classic rum cocktail with fruit
juice or grenadine), live music blaring in
a basement bedecked in gold, green and
purple. We pay a yearly visit to The Big
Easy to get that atmospheric feel of the
French Quarter, dipping into their Taste
of Louisiana platter, which includes jambalaya, gumbo and fried oysters (or fried
alligator if you’re up for it). Last year, we
were thrilled to add Lucettegrace and La
Farm Bakery to our list of places to get

king cake, though my children still prefer
homemade. And we discovered a small,
relaxed family-oriented parade in Wake
Forest to add to our to-do-with-kids
activities.
This year we plan to make it to Oakwood’s Samedi Gras celebration, a hoopla
block party that should be the icing on
the king cake. Geared toward neighborhood residents, family and cohorts, it
was started by fellow ex-New Orleanian
Richard Kaznicki, who, like me, felt like
something was missing around this time
of year. The kids are now old enough to
appreciate the Krewe of Leonidas, the
neighborhood’s very own second line
band, the majorettes and, of course, the
coronation of both a king and empress
of the event. It’ll be the real beginning of
their Mardis Gras immersion.
What I’ve ﬁnally learned about Mardi
Gras is that it can be carried on wherever
you are. We’ve found our people, scouted
our celebrations and started our own traditions. Whereas I used to feel homesick
this time of year, now I get excited! So
whether you’ve got Mardis Gras in your
blood or just adopt the spirit, I hope that
this year you’ll eat some king cake, have a
few spirits, dress up, ﬁnd a parade and, if
you’re Catholic, make your way to Mass
on Ash Wednesday.
Maybe even on time.

Hummingbird hosts the
Laissez Les Bons Temps Rouler
party March 3 with a crawﬁsh boil,
gumbo and king cake, feauring
music from the Sidecar Social Club
and DJ Nick Speaks.
Ticket required.
Stanbury hosts its Fat Tuesday
celebration March 5. Enjoy a
crawﬁsh boil outside (ﬁrst come,
ﬁrst serve) or dine inside on crab
au gratin, deep fried Louisiana frog
legs, po' boys, crawﬁsh étouffée
and bananas foster.
Reservations recommended
for indoor dining.
Hit the streets for the Wake Forest
Mardi Gras Steet Festival March 2
for a parade, music, entertainment,
and children's activities.
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Craig Rudewicz, co-founder, Crude Bitters

FINE FLAVORS
Cocktail culture gets the classroom
treatment at The Bittery
by CATHERINE CURRIN

H

ead south down Davie
Street, and you can’t miss
the bubble-gum-pink
building that’s home to
The Bittery. Husbandand-wife team Craig Rudewicz and
Lindsay Lasserre founded Crude Bitters
in 2012, the ﬁrst bitters company in
North Carolina, and have since expanded to sell in 40 states, as well as Australia. “The North Carolina beer industry
had expanded like crazy, and cocktail
culture was growing,” says Rudewicz.
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“We wanted to be involved in the industry and provide a product to showcase
cocktails in general. Cocktail history is
a passion of ours and bitters are intertwined throughout its culture.”
To many, the world of bitters is
opaque: Those mysterious dropper bottles look medicinal, and what’s in there,
anyway? In fact, the potent liquid—it’s
technically deemed a food product—began as a healing remedy in the 1800s.
Intended to aid in digestion, the highly
concentrated spirits were infused with

herbs, spices and other botanicals.
Today, bitters have become “the salt
and pepper of the cocktail world,” says
Rudewicz, enhancing the nature of a
standard liquor cocktail. “Our bitters
specialize in blends of ﬂavors, rather
than single ﬂavors, so we try and think
of combinations that would complement a certain spirit or cocktail.”
Crude Bitters has a concoction for
virtually everyone, with names like
‘Bitterless Marriage,’ a blend of hibiscus,
lavender and oak; ‘Rizzo,’ a combina-

tion of rosemary, grapefruit and peppercorn (Rudewicz says it’s great with
tequila) and a hot pepper blend called
‘No No,’ with guajillo, habanero, and
local heat Carolina reaper. “Once we
craft a ﬂavor and it becomes popular
enough, we give it a name and make it
a year-round offering,” says Rudewicz.
Most of their blends are named in
honor of past and present pets.
The former dentist’s office on the
corner of East and Davie Streets lends
for an odd layout (see: tiny exam rooms
along a narrow hallway), but Lasserre
and Rudewicz have ﬁlled the shelves
with unique cocktail accessories, from
fancy jiggers and mixing spoons to festive tiki mugs and coupe glasses. Not
into cocktails? There’s a nonalcoholic
tasting bar where you can sample their
mainstay and seasonal ﬂavors, or order
a simple seltzer with bitters. And while
the couple promotes their own wares,
they also support other makers, like
Charleston’s Bittermilk and the classic Angostura, founded in 1824. “The
Bittery is also a way to showcase other
small-batch bitters and cocktail ingredients. If someone needs an ingredient
for a good cocktail, we want to help
them out.”
Rudewicz and Lasserre also teach
classes at The Bittery a few times a
month to help participants learn how
to use bitters as a way to complement
classic cocktails like an Old Fashioned
or Negroni. “We try to educate the
public about our products, but also
on the origin of a cocktail and bitters
usage,” says Rudewicz. During a class,
guests will have a crash course on the
history of bitters, sample cocktails
topped with the in-house mixtures and
have a chance to shop the quirky store.
Rudewicz says he hopes we learn to
treat our cocktail menu like our food
menu, asking questions before ordering
something we aren’t sure of. “Mixing
drinks is a lot like cooking, you can
learn with ﬂavors pair well together,”
says Rudewicz. “Our goal is to get you
experimenting like a chef.”

OLD FASHIONED
Ingredients:
2 ounces Old Nick Williams whiskey
2-3 barspoons brown sugar simple syrup
1/2 dropper of Crude Orange-Fig bitters
In a rocks glass with one large ice cube,
add whiskey and simple syrup. Add a half
dropper of Crude Orange-Fig bitters.
Stir to incorporate and chill. Drink and
repeat.
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WOOD WORK
Neal Thomas sells ﬁrewood and handwoven
baskets for the N.C. State Farmers Market
by AYN-MONIQUE KLAHRE

W

ander around the
outside of the State
Farmers Market, and
you'll likely encounter Neal Thomas.
A ﬁxture for decades, he's known for
his dry ﬁrewood, which he cuts in
the forest near his home in Wendell,
North Carolina.
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"I cut the trees, I split my own wood,
and I come to market," he says. But
Thomas does more than chop logs to
warm local hearths: His true skill lies
in ﬁnessing a sharp blade to strip
lengths of wood that he weaves into
sturdy, classic baskets.
“That’s what I’ve been doing for 45
years,” says Thomas. “I craft handmade

baskets out of white oak.”
A trade Thomas learned in his 20s,
you can also ﬁnd his baskets in the N.C.
State Fair’s Village of Yesteryear.
MORE FROM THE MARKET
See who else our photographer
encountered at the Farmers
Market on waltermagazine.com
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SAVOR

CUISINE
CLASSIQUE
A friendly face serves simple French fare
at hidden gem Saint Jacques
by CATHERINE CURRIN

“B

ienvenue!” From
the minute you step
through the unassuming entrance to Saint
Jacques French
Cuisine, expect to be enveloped in the
warm embrace of classic continental
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cuisine and service. Tucked into a modest shopping strip on Falls of Neuse
Road, Saint Jacques opened in 2004
and has become a Francophile retreat.
It’s old-school in all the best ways: crisp
white tablecloths, simple dinnerware
and bread served daintily from a basket

by an outstanding server. There’s a
small-yet-fantastic wine list, along with
menu selections with a wide appeal—
everything from a simple mixed green
salad to sautéed frog legs. While the
description may sound stuffy, there is an
air of familiarity about the place, even

if you pronounce your bonjour with a
Southern accent.
That coziness is thanks, in large part,
to Chef Serge Falcoz-Vigne. Originally
from Grenoble, France, Falcoz-Vigne
has lived in the United States for over
a decade. He took over the kitchen as
executive chef and general manager
just three years ago, after working most
recently as the executive chef at 18
Seaboard. Falcoz-Vigne says that experience of a restaurant is not just about the
food: “It’s everything!” That’s why you’ll
see him chatting with every patron as
he brings out the amuse bouche (on my
visit: a foie gras crème brûlée in a delicate tasting spoon) or helping his staff
run food throughout the dinner service.
He says that forging the connection
between the kitchen and front of house
makes for a better dining experience
overall. “My desire is to please the customer,” says Falcoz-Vigne. “I want you
to be happy when you come to Saint
Jacques. We try to offer a representation
of what a restaurant should be.”
Falcoz-Vigne has been surrounded
by cooking his entire life. He cherishes early memories of cooking with
his grandmother in France, where he
trained as an apprentice for three years
in local Grenoble restaurants before
moving to Paris at age 18. “If you want
to learn to cook, you can learn everywhere, in any kitchen—but if you want
to be a chef, you have to go to Paris,”
he says. There, he ran a restaurant
called Au Passé Retrouvé in Paris’ 15th
arrondissement with three friends for
nearly two decades. He says he considers it a feat that his friends remained
close during the time at the restaurant.
“Owning a restaurant for 20 years
is very difficult, and eventually, the
friendships won.”
In 2007, Falcoz-Vigne moved with
his wife and son to Raleigh, her hometown, and he’s been sharing his joy of
cooking with the Triangle ever since.
He says he loves the culinary community in North Carolina, and tries
to make use of the local ingredients
and makers whenever he can at the

restaurant. “When I decided to move
here, I thought ‘why not? I’m a chef,
I like experience and a challenge.’”
The experience has certainly paid off:
On a Saturday evening, Falcoz-Vigne

At left: Executive chef and general manager
of Saint Jacques, Serge Falcoz-Vigne; above:
Country pâté with mustard and pickled
vegetables.
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has a full house at Saint Jacques, and
the crowd is diverse. There are young
couples, families and old friends gathering for a meal. The entire experience is
so intentional, sprinkled with miniscule
details, it’s almost difficult to comprehend that the whole thing is happening
just feet away from a Harris Teeter and
Chipotle. “We do classic French food.
That is why people come to us.”
While Saint Jacques is arguably a
ﬁne dining experience, Falcoz-Vigne
says simplicity is the secret. “French
cooking is more a spirit than a technique,” he says. “The cuisine is very
simple, but the ingredients matter just
as much.” Falcoz-Vigne credits American chef Julia Child for paving the way
for future French chefs in America.
“There is sometimes a connotation
of French food that it’s too fancy,”
he says. “Julia Child did a very good
thing—she imported products to the
U.S. and found dishes from France that
Americans would like. She changed the

“Food brings joy.
Every day. If we enjoy
food, we are happy
every day.”
—Serge Falcoz-Vigne,
chef, Saint Jacques
mentality of American cooking.”
Falcoz-Vigne closely follows the
techniques he learned in Paris, and
he also infuses North Carolina into
his dishes whenever he can. “If I can
substitute with any local product I will
do that.” He uses beef from Firsthand
Foods in Durham, and cheese plates
consists of two French cheeses, plus one
that's locally made, like from nearby
Boxcarr or Prodigal Farm. Falcoz-Vigne
says that respecting ingredients is crucial in French cooking. “If you mistreat
your product, it usually doesn’t turn out
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well.” It’s obvious that each ingredient
is handled with care at Saint Jacques,
from the escargot drenched in Maître
d'Hôtel butter to the crispy lardons that
accompany the steamed mussels. FalcozVigne says that some of his dishes come
from memories, like the Ravioles du
Royan au Saumon Fumé, raviolis topped
with smoked salmon and cream sauce.

“People don’t order it as much because it
seems unusual, but it’s one of my favorites, so I keep it on the menu.”
Falcoz-Vigne says that a French
menu can seem very exotic and intimidating, but Saint Jacques strives to
avoid that reputation. “I try to make
accessible food, and I want to offer
what is the best of French classic food.

CRÈME DUBARRY
Ingredients:
Yield: 4 servings
2 tablespoons butter
2 cups chopped leeks
1 head of cauliﬂower
4 cups chicken stock
1 1/2 cup cream
Sea salt and white pepper
1. Wash the cauliﬂower under running
water, then cut into pieces and reserve.
2. Keep only the white of the leeks,
wash thoroughly then chop it.
3. In a non-reactive pan over the stove,
add the butter, let it melt, then add the
leeks. Let the leeks cook for 5 minutes,
until translucent.
4. Add the cauliﬂower, cook for a few
minutes, then add the chicken stock.
Let cook for an additional 30 minutes.

We share a lot of love around food. All
of these great moments in the family
happen around the table. When you see
something turned into a delicious meal,
it’s like magic.” He hopes he and his
team ensure guests feel comfortable and
return for more. “Food brings joy. Every
day. If we enjoy food, we are happy
every day.”

Above: A staple
menu item at Saint
Jacques: Frog legs
sautéed with butter, parsley and
lemon.

5. When the cauliﬂower is very tender,
mix it with a hand mixer or a food
processor with the cream (start with 1
cup) until smooth. You can strain it if
you want to make it very French.
6. Taste, then add salt and pepper if
desired. Use white pepper; it’s a nice
way to hide it in the soup.
7. Garnish with some chives, if desired.
It’s delicate and pretty.
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WALTER events

the

SKINNY
onWINi

W

e sat down with Kari
Stoltz, Market President of the Triangle
Region at Bank of
America, to learn
about WALTER’s second annual event
for young women.

What is WINi?
We like to think of WINi as the little
sister of WINnovation, WALTER’s annual celebration of
women in innovation, which features a
panel of local leaders
that share stories
about their careers,
personal lives and
beyond. The idea for
WINi grew out of
the momentum built
by WINnovation’s
success. The feedback
was overwhelming:
everyone, from the
women attending
to the speakers and
organizers, wanted to
share this empowering experience with
the young women in their lives.

Kari Stoltz and her daughters Ellie, left, and Haley, right, pose in the photo booth at last
year’s WINi.

Who would beneﬁt from attending?
WINi is truly for women of all ages,
but it’s especially impactful for young
women in middle school, high school
and college. The speakers come from
diverse backgrounds and share their
personal journeys and lessons learned
along the way. We hope WINi inspires
and encourages young women as they’re
just starting to ﬁgure out what their
professional lives will
look like. To offer the
opportunity for more
young women, schools
and organizations to
attend WINi, we encourage businesses to sponsor
a table and invite a whole
group to the event.

“We hope WINi
inspires and encourages young
women as they’re
just starting to
ﬁgure out what
their professional
lives look like.”
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How did you get involved with WINi?
I have been WIN-ning
since the beginning!
Bank of America was a
co-founder of WINnovation, so when the idea for
WINi was ﬁrst hatched,
we knew we wanted to be a part of it.
Creating an event focused on empow-

ering girls to be innovators in their
community aligns perfectly with one of
our company’s top priorities: We believe
that successful women equal successful
communities. For me, it’s also personal.
I have two daughters, so it is important
that they see and meet women in our
community that are doing innovative
things. As a working mother, they have
watched me go to countless events and
with WINi, they can ﬁnally go with me.
It is incredible to be able to take my girls
to an event related to my profession—
and it’s also super-fun.
Speaking of fun, what were the highlights from last year’s WINi?
For starters, it was the perfect girls’ day
out. We were excited to get dressed up
on a Sunday afternoon to enjoy a fancy
luncheon and mocktails at the Umstead
Hotel. My daughters also enjoyed hearing the dynamic speakers, and I loved
seeing how their stories resonated with
them. We saw good friends and made
new ones. And to be honest, it was really
fun taking silly pictures with my girls
and colleagues in the photo booth!
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April 7
11 a.m. - 3 p.m.
The Umstead Hotel & Spa
$65

INSPIRING A NEW
GENERATION OF LEADERS
SCHEDULE
11:00 a.m.

Mocktails & Mimosas
Chat and mingle with fellow WINi
attendees and panelists.

CASSANDRA
DECK-BROWN
Raleigh Police Chief

SARAH DESSEN

GAB SMITH

LINDSAY WREGE

Best-selling author of
young adult novels

Executive Director
CAM Raleigh

Founder and CEO
321 Coﬀee

PRESEN T E D B Y

S U P P O RT E D B Y

12:00 p.m.

Panel Talks & Lunch
Hear from our panelists while
enjoying a three-course meal.
1:30 p.m.

Workshop with District C
Learn to problem solve and create
real world solutions.

If your organization is interested in sponsoring a table, please visit:
waltermagazine.com/sponsorships
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On the
FARM
with JAMIE DEMENT
by HAMPTON WILLIAMS HOFER
photography by BERT VANDERVEEN
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Husband and wife
Richard Holcomb
and Jamie DeMent
at their home at
Coon Rock Farm in
Hillsborough, N.C.

amie DeMent is a ﬁerce
proponent of local food. She
cooks it, eats it and writes
about it, and she lives it, too,
on her sprawling sustainable
family farm in Hillsborough,
North Carolina. DeMent,
author of two criticallyacclaimed cookbooks and
owner of farm-to-fork restaurant
Piedmont, in downtown Durham, also
runs an online farmer’s market called
Bella Bean Organics. And at the heart
of everything she does is the premise of
simple, honest food.
Every other month, DeMent ﬂies to
Los Angeles to ﬁlm an episode of the
Hallmark Channel’s Home and Family
show, where she teaches viewers across
America down-home cooking skills,
like the secret to perfect heirloom grits
(hint: copious stirring) or how to
properly blind-bake a crust before
making a tomato pie. She charms with
a sharp wit and clear mastery of the
kitchen, while in a Southern drawl she
explains just what it means to “sop up”
gravy, and how to use a knife to pop the
lid off a homemade jar of peach-rosemary jam. An avid traveler since her
summers as a Morehead Scholar at
UNC-Chapel Hill, DeMent is always
tasting new things, ﬁnding inspiration
on every menu. But her favorite place
to eat is at home, on Coon Rock Farm
(named after a local landmark), where
she and husband Richard Holcomb have
lived for fourteen years on the simple
farming methods of their forebears.
“Cows eat grass. Pigs forage in the
woods for acorns. Chickens eat bugs so
the bugs don’t eat the crops,” Holcomb
says. At Coon Rock, the crops grow in
gardens that are weeded and fertilized
by the animals—everything is natural.
Despite a few modern amenities like

electric fences for the animals and
internet access at the farmhouse,
DeMent and Holcomb live the way
farmers have for centuries.
Coon Rock Farm, which supplies the
majority of the ingredients for Bella
Bean, Piedmont and their personal
farmhouse table, is the life source for
each of DeMent’s culinary ventures. The
120-year-old farm stretches ﬁfty-ﬁve
acres along the Eno River, an idyllic
landscape ﬁlled with pastures, orchards
and vegetable gardens that grow more
than 100 varieties of mostly heirloom
vegetables and fruits. There are always
new crops and new experiments to see
what works on the land where peppers,
onions, eggplants, squash, pumpkins,
corn, melons, potatoes, peas, cucumbers, kale and cabbage are just a fraction of the bounty. The actual farmhouse at the center of the property
boasts the original hand-hewn log
timbers from 1880 on its foundation.
There’s a pond with a rope swing;
grazing pigs, sheep, cows, chickens and
goats. Put it all together and “you’ve got
a fairytale,” says DeMent.
DeMent grew up in Louisburg, North
Carolina, where her family had a farm
supply company. “I didn’t see farming as
an up-and-coming thing,” she says. “It
was tobacco area. Things were changing, drying up.” When she left for
college, and then for a career on Capitol
Hill, she didn’t imagine she would be
back to the rural life one day. Now, it’s
all about sustainable, organic food, and
the ﬂair for cooking that runs deep in
her blood. “My whole family cooks.
Mom, dad, aunts, grandmother—no
one is a restaurant chef, but they are all
great cooks who know ﬂavor,” she says.
“My parents encouraged me to be
experimental in everything that I did,
whether writing a story or playing in

At Coon Rock, the crops grow in gardens that
are weeded and fertilized by the animals—
everything is natural.
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She’s taken Piedmont in a more authentic, ingredient-driven direction, sourced only from Coon Rock
Farm and other local sustainable providers.
the kitchen.” DeMent has had no formal
culinary training, which has hindered
her none. She recalls going out to dinner
as a college student, tasting something
she liked, and wondering if she could
make it at home. “Sometimes I’d set the
kitchen on ﬁre,” she says, “But sometimes not. There’s no fear of messing up
when you know you are going to mess
up.” DeMent has kept the fun in cooking; she plays by no rules.
For eight years, DeMent and Holcomb
have owned Piedmont Restaurant in
downtown Durham, where DeMent—as
the executive chef (head of menu
planning and recipe development)—
tries to simplify ﬁne dining. “In the
Southeast, if not the whole county,
there’s been a shift away from fancy
ﬁne-dining, like bubbles and foams and
tweezer food,” DeMent says. She’s taken
Piedmont in a more authentic, ingredient-driven direction, sourced only from
Coon Rock Farm and other local
sustainable providers. Loyalists keep
coming back for the farmhouse soup,
the buttery heirloom ﬁeld peas (DeMent’s favorite), pan-seared scallops
with Carolina gold rice and fried okra.
Despite constant changes, DeMent does
stick to a skeleton menu every season—
there will always be a tomato mozzarella
salad, a gazpacho, a ﬁsh from Locals
Seafood—but she likes to keep things
interesting. “I tweak things as I go
along. All of us at the restaurant, we
work on our feet,” DeMent says.
Lin Peterson, co-founder of Locals
Seafood, which sells fresh seafood
straight from the North Carolina coast,
met DeMent at a local farmer’s market
seven years ago. “Jamie and Richard
would buy blueﬁsh, tuna, scallops, drum,
whatever we had on hand at the end of
our markets,” says Peterson, who loved
seeing the creative ways DeMent found

to prepare all sorts of seafood. “We
would in turn buy their fresh produce
and delicious meats from Coon Rock
Farm.” Peterson says DeMent inspired
him to buy a salt block after realizing
how amazing scallops were on the block.
The phrase farm-to-table may be trite,
but it’s literally what she does. DeMent
also throws around “locally-sourced,”
but warns that there’s a kind of “local”
that doesn’t matter if there’s no concept
of sustainability. At Coon Rock Farm, no
chemical fertilizers are used, and they
make their own compost. Sustainability,
for the animals, means they live outside,
they rotate through the gardens, they
eat non-GMO feed locally produced,
and only grass for cows and sheep. These
animals provide the meat that is in high
demand at Bella Bean Organics, DeMent’s Community Supported Agriculture program. Through the online
market, shoppers can customize a box to
be delivered to doorsteps from Maryland to South Carolina: “We sell the
meat and produce from our farm and
add on things—like big spoon peanut
butters, artisan breads, and dry goods—
all from local venders,” DeMent says.
With thousands of customers on the
mailing list, Bella Bean delivers hundreds of boxes a week. “We ship a lot of
meat,” DeMent says, “It’s hard to ﬁnd a
pasture raised pork chop at Whole
Foods.” Bella Bean also offers a “Best
Catch” item, which is one pound of
whatever ﬁsh is running at that time
through Locals Seafood. “Thanks to
Coon Rock Farm and fellow market
vendors, Jamie is surrounded by the best
ingredients, and her ‘on-the-farm’
training is what makes her cooking so
appealing to consumers,” says Peterson,
“Her passion for food shows through.”
“Jamie is enthusiastic about all local
food,” says Carmella Alvaro, owner of
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Melina’s Fresh Pasta in Durham, who
works with Bella Bean to distribute her
artisanal fresh pastas like lemon ricotta
and gorgonzola ravioli. Alvaro has been
friends with DeMent and Holcomb ever
since the pair walked into one of her
pasta-making classes six years ago. “It’s
inspiring to see a person work so hard
to put together a system to bypass
mass-produced and factory farm-grown
food,” Alvaro says of Dement’s efforts at
partnering with small businesses and
farming her own land, to provide
honest, locally-sourced food.
DeMent’s ﬁrst cookbook, The Farmhouse Chef: Recipes & Stories from My
Carolina Farm (2017), includes 150
recipes inspired by her roots and her
travels: simple, savory food that comes
from whatever she ﬁnds outside her
front door. Sage-rubbed pork chops,
warm rice pudding with cane syrup
caramel and grilled rib-eye steak with
soy ginger marinade are just a few of
the dishes she showcases in the book.
DeMent believes that if the product is
fresh, picked ripe, and raised properly, it
shouldn’t require a whole lot of work to
make it taste delicious. “Jamie’s meat
dishes are exceptional, but her vegetables and salads have more ﬂavor than
you could imagine. I think it’s the herbs,
or maybe the butter, or maybe it’s just
that every dish is ﬁlled with passion and
love for what she’s doing,” says Holcomb,
“Corn, butter beans, ﬁeld peas, heirloom
tomatoes, okra—none of them have ever
tasted as good as they do when they
come out of Jamie’s hands.”
As a child, DeMent helped can apples
and freeze berries in the special kitchen
her grandmother had just for canning
and preserving, an art DeMent herself
captured in her second cookbook,
Canning in the Modern Kitchen (2018).
Her freezer at Coon Rock brims with
corn, chicken broth, and pesto from her
herb garden. The pantry is lined with
jars of roasted tomato sauce, pickled
okra, and honeyed ﬁgs. For DeMent,
preserving food is the basis of a sustainable lifestyle, because it extends the
lifespan of fresh products. To her, it’s
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common sense: Strawberries aren’t fresh
all year, so blanch and freeze them while
they are. Dry the herbs, can the vegetables, put anything possible into a jar,
waste nothing and enjoy a stocked
kitchen all year.
DeMent was drawn to locally-sourced
food long before it became the rage. As
a nineteen-year-old on a summer trip to
Crete, DeMent and a group of fellow
college students visited a goat farm in
the middle of nowhere, learning about
pasture-grazing and shepherds who live
outside with their goats. “It was this
perfect bucolic day, and then we picked
the goat we would eat for dinner,”
DeMent recalls, “The farmer put it on a
spit and roasted it on an open ﬂame,
with salt from the sea and herbs from
the garden. I can close my eyes and
remember what that tasted like,” she
says. Two decades later, and she still
thinks of it as the best meal she’s ever
eaten, a visceral experience that might
have been a glimpse into her future.
When it comes to farming and food,
DeMent says, “All things are subject to
the whim of the universe. One day I
might think, ‘I’m going to pick the
broccoli today.’ But then the goats have
eaten all the broccoli, so instead I’ll take
the goats to the processor and we’ll have
goat for dinner.” She adapts, uses what’s
fresh, and lets the land dictate what ends
up on her plate. DeMent’s food is special
not necessarily because her recipes are
outstanding, but because her ingredients are. She’s found her groove with
Holcomb at Coon Rock, living an
authentic farm life, eating the freshest
local food and, most importantly,
sharing it with those around her,
making her reality accessible beyond her
fences. “On a recent Home and Family
episode that featured Jamie cooking a
lamb roast recipe, the host remarked
that Jamie and I are living a Hallmark
movie,” Holcomb says, “That’s not 100%
accurate, but it’s pretty close.”
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DECONSTRUCTED

DENIM

A peek into the
process behind
Raleigh’s venerable
denim makers

by AYN-MONIQUE KLAHRE
photography by TIM LYTVINENKO
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MORE THAN A FLOOR
“We are not the sum
of the machines, but
the machines are all
part of one whole,”
says Victor Lytvinenko.
Here, an overview of the
workshop, including cut
fabric, ready to assemble
into jeans.
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DENIM INTO DESIGN
Victor Lytvinenko
stands in front of rolls
of denim, including a remaining few from nowclosed Cone Mills plant
in Greensboro. At right:
Patterns for garments
hang at the ready.
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estled in the Warehouse District, you’ll ﬁnd an understated
sign for the Raleigh Denim
Workshop + Curatory. One of
the original businesses in this
now-booming corner of downtown, it’s still a cool-kid destination—and the place this internationally-acclaimed fashion brand calls its home.
Raleigh Denim is both a storefront and a factory,
though calling it a factory doesn’t do justice to the care
and craftsmanship that goes into each pair of jeans. The
brand was founded by husband and wife team Victor
Lytvinenko and Sarah Yarborough more than 10 years
ago in a former apartment, eventually expanding to their
current location. At the company’s core, you’ll ﬁnd jean
geekiness: a team that obsesses over everything from
selvedge edges to thread colors to the construction tools
themselves. “I feel in love with machines that were made
in the 1930s, 40s and 50s; they’re so well-made that we
can still use them today,” Lytvinenko says.
The reason? Authenticity. “We want to be connected
to the process,” says Lytvinenko. He walked me through
the workshop, where he knows each machine inside and
out, and believes that these these handmade workhorses
are the heart of the end product. I watched him open up
a green clunker to rethread a needle, using tweezers to
navigate the tiny strand through the tiny hole. Then he
grabbed a bit of fabric to show me how it makes a buttonhole: In a few frightening seconds, the machine sewed
an elongated teardrop, then sliced through its center, loud
as a machine gun. He pulled it out to show off the red
thread woven under the yellow, a technique that signals
when extra care was required. It’s just one of the many
details (two-pronged grommets, hand-drawn size charts,
a design on the interior pockets) that makes their clothing line special.
“From the beginning, we signed the jeans because we
cut and sewed every pair, we wanted to forge that connection between the wearer and the maker,” Lytvinenko
says. He speaks with pride of an early employee who’s still
on the team, Rosendo Antigua, one of a handful—beyond
Yarborough and himself—who’s earned the privilege of
signing his name, as well. “There’s a ceremony, we call the
whole company over to give them the Sharpie.” The point
is: This is not a factory where people crank out widgets.
“Everyone understands what comes before and after and
is focused on quality and setting the next person up for
success,” says Lytvinenko.
It’s hard to leave the workshop without Lytvinenko’s
pride rubbing off: Here, in our town, a team of skilled
artisans prove that sometimes the best way forward is to
call back the past; that sometimes the best way to grow
is to put down roots where you’re planted. “The making
happens in our minds and our hearts and our ﬁngers,” he
says. “What we’re doing here is magical.”
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DETAILS, DETAILS
Clockwise from top left: A
signed interior pocket; Rosendo Antigua
working the buttonhole
machine; Slicing denim
with Wiss scissors (“My
pattern-making mentor
was very, very particular
about these,” says Victor
Lytvinenko); Red and yellow stitch details on the
waistband; ﬁt notes.
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MAN AT WORK
Victor Lytvinenko sits at
the hemming machine.
“The center of the seam
doesn’t line up—it’s
actually a ﬂaw in the
machine—so it creates a
twist along the bottom
edge that looks like rope.
There are thousands
of other hemming
machines but none of
them do that,” he says.
“On any other garment it
would look like garbage,
but on denim it highlights the depth of the
indigo as it wears.”

“The making happens
in our minds and our
hearts and our ﬁngers.
What we’re doing here
is magical.”
—Victor Lytvinenko, co-founder,
Raleigh Denim
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PRESERVING
HISTORY

A pair of handy homeowners combine elbow grease,
attention to detail and architectural detective work to
restore a long-neglected house to its Victorian glory
by AYN-MONIQUE KLAHRE
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photography by KEITH ISAACS

Randy, Heather, WIlliam
and Emily Scott on the
home’s front steps, this
page. They replaced
roof shingles, stripped
and painted the whole
structure and pulled
out every window to
restring weights. Master
woodturner Alan Leland
created new ﬁnials to
match ones that had
rotted away on top of
the windows and the
highest point of the roof.
“We had to rent a boom
crane to get up there!”
says Heather Scott.
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The Parker family, including their two daughters, lived in this
home for a half-century. After the renovation, the Scotts chose to
add “Parker” to the home’s oﬃcial name on the historic registry
to honor their role in preserving the location. o

“W

hen I was a
teenager, I told
my grandma
this was my
dream house,”
recounts Heather Scott. “And she said,
Darlin’, you can’t live there, that’s the
liquor-runnin’ neighborhood! ”
And so it was, at the time: A oncegrand house that fell into hard times,
with a history that mirrors the development, fall and revitalization of downtown
Raleigh. If you’ve ever strolled through
Historic Oakwood, you’ll know the HeckPool-Parker house: Perched on a hill with
a stop-in-your-tracks Mansard rooﬂine,
the robins-egg-blue home is a landmark
in the neighborhood.
Designed by architect George H.S.
Appleget, this classic Second Empire
home was built around 1875 by Jonathan
McGee Heck, a lawyer and Civil War colonel turned real estate developer. He sold
it to Stephen Decatur Pool, another former colonel who was working as the state
Superintendent of Public Instruction.
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According to local historian Matthew
Brown, Pool and his wife were unable
to keep up with payments on the house;
it was foreclosed upon and the Hecks
rented it until their daughter and family
moved in (to whom they sold the house
at the price of “natural love and affection,
plus one dollar”). It later passed on to the
Jones family, then the Parker family by
1910, who owned the house until 1961,
making key additions like building the
retaining wall out front, extending the
front porch and constructing a carriage
house and two-story addition. By the
1950s, they were renting rooms on the top
ﬂoor to World War II veterans.
As the neighborhood declined
through the 1960s, the home changed
ownership and served as a rooming house.
In 1972, Annie Brantley Gardner (later
Barbour), who owned several properties in the area, bought and repaired the
house, turning it into seven efficiency
apartments, each with its own bathroom
and kitchenette. In 1974, the home narrowly avoided being demolished to make

room for an on-ramp for the highway
when the Society for the Preservation of
Oakwood was formed to protect the historic neighborhood. By 1990, Barbour and
her husband moved into the apartment
at the rear of the house, leaving the main
part of the house unoccupied for the next
two decades.
And there it sat until Barbour passed
away, and Scott’s husband Randy, a ﬁreﬁghter, switched jobs. He found himself
driving down East Street to the new ﬁre
station, and one day a “for sale by owner”
sign popped up on the lawn. He called his
wife and she headed there that night. “I
could hear the car keys jingling when I
told her it was for sale,” he laughs.
But the house was out of budget,
especially considering the many renovations it would take to turn an apartment
building into a family home. “We spent
months dreaming up plans and revising
our budgets on paper napkins at The
Raleigh Times,” says Randy Scott. After
more than a year—and the threat of a
developer buying the property to knock

The front hallway in
1939, left, and as it is
today. In the 1960s, the
home was divided into
seven eﬃciency apartments, with the doors
visible here serving as
entrances to two of
them. The Scotts opened
up the kitchen and added an extension oﬀ the
back of the home.
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The dining room in
1926 and present day,
below. When the Scotts
gut-renovated the
home, they removed the
window and shifted the
doorway to accomodate
the new kitchen. They
closed the doorway to
the left, formerly a bathroom, to create a walkin pantry that’s accessed
from the kitchen.
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down the home for new construction—
the price came down enough for them to
take the plunge.
“After we bought it, I’d walk through
the house and think, where do I even
start?” says Randy Scott. “There was the
sheer size of it, and everything needed
repair; there wasn’t a single thing that
didn’t need to be done.” The ﬂoors sloped,
the wiring was shot and the house had
been chopped up and added on to: seven
kitchenettes and seven bathrooms would
have to be pulled out. The couple worked
with the North Carolina State Historic
Preservation Office to piece together the
period ﬂoor plan. “The team from the
Preservation Office would literally crawl
under the house to look at the age of the
brick to ﬁgure out what was original and
what wasn’t,” he says.
The Scotts stripped away the more
recent additions—linoleum ﬂoors, fake
mantels and dropped ceilings among
them—then started the painstaking task
of putting the home back to its original
form. They reached out to former owners
to ﬁnd photos and ﬂoor plans from decades before—even doing a walk-through
with the aging Parker sisters, who shared
their memories from growing up in the
home in the early 20th century. They
lucked out when they learned that the
N.C. State School of Design had done a
takeoff of a neighboring home, one that’s
a mirror image of their own, in the 1960s;
that helped them replicate the window
details, trim and framing around the
front façade to its original splendor.
As the Scotts started adding details
back in, they reached out to experts and
artisans to get everything back in period
detail. “To build the apartments, they
had just bashed through the walls, bashed
through the windows, cut the trim wherever they needed to—so the biggest challenge was patching the place back together,” says Randy Scott. They got permission
from the Preservation Office to remove
the plaster from the walls (63 tons of it),
which allowed them to completely redo
the electrical, address rot and reframe the
structure. They salvaged the heart pine
from the demolition to patch ﬂoors and

complete a new addition. “They called me
the wood hoarder,” he says. “I’d go out to
the barn on the weekends and pull out
nails for hours—I ﬁlled ﬁve buckets!”
All in all, they kept much of the original ﬂoor plan, adding a few bathrooms,
closets and an up-to-date kitchen. While
keeping the details period-appropriate,
the couple made sure to add visual markers to each of the new additions, like different trimboard, so
that future owners
could trace back the
history of the home.
They also balanced
the décor between
Victorian grandeur
and softer, modern
touches. “We didn’t want it to feel like a
museum or a time capsule, it had to be a
cozy space we could come home to with
our children.”
As the Scotts put the ﬁnal touches
on the renovation, they felt both a sense
of accomplishment—and a new sense
of place within the home’s history. “We
knew we were doing important work,”
says Heather Scott. “This hadn’t been a
single-family home since the 1940s, but
it still had that sense of warmth to it. It
was our responsibility to give this home
another century of life.”

Now a lush lawn, the
Parkers farmed the yard
in the 1930s. The carriage
house is one of the oldest
of its kind still standing in
Raleigh.

“It was our responsibility to give
this home another century of life.”
—Heather Scott
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The kitchen is one of
the few spaces that the
Scotts designed from
scratch rather than
restore to its former
style. When they bought
the home, the space
served as a living room,
and the pantry and
breakfast nook, right,
were bathrooms for two
diﬀerent apartments
(originally they were
probably porches).
Heather Scott designed
the furniture-style island
and oversize cabinet for
the range hood. “It took
three days to get it up
there, then we realized
that we were short on
the trim and had to order a whole new length
of molding.”
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The tops of the windows
in the front room, top
left, were blocked by
a drop ceiling that
concealed plumbing and
electricity. The window
at right was a door to
a bathroom built on
the porch; the Scotts
restored it using panes
found in an old church
in Oxford. They pulled
kitchenettes out of the
bedroom, above, and
sitting room, below,
and added a master
bathroom upstairs. Far
left: A view from the very
top ﬂoor, a tiny room
accessed by a narrow
spiral staircase.

MORE BEFORE & AFTER
Find additional pictures form
the renovation process on
waltermagazine.com
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Ode
to the
Outdoors
Saturated and surreal, Autumn Cobeland’s brush
gives Raleigh greenways a painterly touch
by JESSIE AMMONS RUMBLEY photography by S.P. MURRAY
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“I

just like painting. That’s
what it comes down
to,” says Autumn Cobeland, perched in her
light-ﬁlled studio at
Artspace in downtown
Raleigh on a recent Saturday morning.
She’s surrounded by her vivid renderings of scenes along the Capital Area
Greenway System: the scarlet bridge at
Kiwanis Park; sepia trees near Lassiter
Mill Park; a saffron sky behind Thomas
Sayre’s Gyre inside the park at the North
Carolina Museum of Art Museum. There
are other works, of course, but this
series is Cobeland’s signature work, and
the way she honors her hometown, too.
“What I do is celebrate the greenways.
I think they’re beautiful.”
The greenway series has also become
the way she gives back. Cobeland began
making these about 10 years ago, and
from the beginning started donating
20 percent of those sales to the City of
Raleigh Parks and Recreation Greenway
System and Triangle Greenways Council.
“At this point, I’ve donated over $12,000,”
she says. “It feels good. And what fun!
I love doing what I’m doing.”

Finding her style
Cobeland has always “done art,” she
says. When she was three, she doodled
a business logo for her mother—and it
became the actual logo. “That kind of set
the tone,” Cobeland says, laughing. Her
sixth-grade art teacher at Ligon Middle
School encouraged her to seriously study
the practice, and from then on, she did.
In college, she spent six months in Tusca106 | WALTER

ny, where she received “a really good art
education” and spent time hiking among
landscapes like Cinque Terre. During
that time, she says, Cobeland realized
that “there is a lot of meaning, to me, in
celebrating being out in nature.” Now,
decades later, celebrating “being outside
and enjoying it” remains the primary
motivation for her work.
She also draws inspiration from
the styling seen in vintage European
posters, especially those by artist Henri
Toulouse-Lautrec. Cobeland says a career
turning point happened when she visited
the exhibition of Toulouse-Lautrec posters at the North Carolina Museum of Art
in 2001. “I had been painting, painting,
painting right along, and then that show
inspired me in so many ways.” Namely:
creating simpliﬁed images that intentionally read as “ﬂattened out.” Many
of her favorite posters were lithograph
prints, and in search of a similar effect,
Cobeland discovered gouache paint. The
wash-style paint is comparable to watercolor—Cobeland considers her pieces
watercolors—but with richer pigment
and texture. Using a combination of
gouache and watercolor, Cobeland paint-

ed mainly bold, poster-style pet portraits
in her early years before another turning point in her career happened. “My
husband and I got peer-pressured, in a
good way, to do a triathlon.” To train for
sprint-distance races, they took to the
greenway system. Exploring the trails
amazed them. “Both of us are born-andbred Raleigh people and we didn’t know
what we had. We got out there on our
bikes and thought, ‘We can just keep
going and we don’t have to cross a road?
Are you kidding me?’”
Cobeland immediately focused on
creating scenes from park trails. Vivid
and graphic, the greenway series works
are recognizable for both their subject
and their style, which combines her
poster-inspired watercolor painting with
a Japanese woodblock printing aesthetic.
The originals are mostly 32 inches by 40
inches, and there are prints as small as 8
inches by 10 inches.

In pursuit of happiness
Today, by way of her art, Cobeland has become a friendly and fervent
greenway advocate. When visitors enter
her studio, Cobeland often asks if they’re
familiar with the greenway system.
When the answer is no, Cobeland
lights up. “We’re really fortunate to
have over 120 miles of greenway just in
Raleigh,” she tells them. This encounter
is well-practiced, but the enthusiasm
genuine. “And now we’ve connected with
trail systems in neighboring cities, too.”
When the answer is yes, Cobeland
lights up just the same. That’s the chance
to pull out a large framed map of the gre-

At left: The bridge in
Kiwanis Park; this
page: Autumn Cobeland on her bike, her
preferred transportation both for work
and exploring.
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Clockwise from top:
Autumn Cobeland at
work in her studio;
sketches for a slice
of greenway in Cary;
inside the shopping
area of her studio;
the sepia trees at
Lassiter Mill.

enway trails to compare notes, since even
those familiar with the greenway often
don’t realize how vast it is.
“Whether they are familiar with the
greenways or not, people tend to be blown
away,” Cobeland says. “That is a lot of park
that is ours to explore.”
Much of Cobeland’s other work is
related to the outdoors, as well. She paints
ﬂorals, landscapes, still lifes—and the pet
posters she ﬁrst hung her hat on, too. She
has several Raleigh murals under her belt,
including one at Cameron Village Public Library. Her latest project is another
mural in the Wendell Falls development 15
miles east of Raleigh, a bold tessellation of
bike icons painted on the side of a shopping center building, with actual bikes
affixed to the wall.

And she’ll keep painting Raleigh’s
greenways, as the trails continue to expand and connect. “The best compliment
I’ve ever gotten was from a student at N.C.
State,” Cobeland says. “She bought a small
print for her dorm. When she bought it,
she said ‘This is going to help me remember how happy I am outside.’ That’s it:
We’re all happier when we’re outside. It
changes everyone’s mood. When you run
into people on the greenway, they’re out
there exploring it—they’re happy.”
Learn more on autumncobelandpaintings.com
or @greenwayartist on Instagram & Twitter.
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A beer enthusiast sips, learns
and shares his notes
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The Bond Brothers
tap room is only
part of the experience; the outside
patio makes for a
fantastic place to sip
your beer as well.

by JASON FRYE
photography by GUS SAMARCO

JANUARY/FEBRUARY
MARCH 2019
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I

thought I knew Raleigh’s beer
scene pretty well. After all, I live in
nearby Wilmington, write about
travel, beer and food here in North
Carolina as my job, so I ﬁgured I
knew it from top to bottom, grain
to glass. But when my brother-inlaw, a Raleighite, told me about
yet another new brewery as we sipped a
Lonerider Shotgun Betty after dinner, I
realized I didn’t know Triangle beer nearly
as well as I should. I told my wife it was
time for a quick road trip, called up Raleigh Brews Cruise and booked a date.
Like you, dear reader, I have my ideal
IPA and my preferred porter, my everytime-I’m-in-Raleigh brewery and my
favorite cans (see: Brewery Bhavana’s simple, elegant designs or Burial’s psychedelic
tarot-card art). But when you have friends
visiting and it’s time for the hometown
beer tour, who picks the route? And who
plays designated driver?
The answer: Leave it to the pros. Raleigh
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Brews Cruise co-owners Tonya Baskerville and Chris Morris gather thirsty
beer lovers to traverse the Triangle in a
quest to teach a bit about brewing, ﬁnd a
new favorite draught and safely enjoy an
afternoon of sampling suds. In the course
of a single Saturday afternoon, you’ll visit
three or four breweries (the schedule is
posted on their website) for drinks and
conversation, often with the brewer. Even
more often you’ll be tasting as you tour
the brewhouse and even sampling a few
unreleased beers.
On our tour, we hopped on the Brews
Cruise Bus and visited Fortnight Brewing, Bond Brothers Beer Company and
Raleigh’s Clouds Brewing (there’s another
location in Durham). Baskerville and
Morris tailor tours to the group’s level of
beer knowledge, making it an ideal tour
for beer novices, budding brewers or folks
studying to become a Cicerone alike.
“Our cruisers love that the breweries
are engaged,” says Morris. “Breweries are

At left: Boarding the
Brews Cruise bus;
Baskerville speaking. This page, from
left: Tasting at Bond
Brothers: O’Rascals,
a Foreign Export
Stout; Local, an
American IPA; and
Triple P Salted Sorcery, a kettle sour.
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From above: Clouds
Brewing has a beer
hall vibe with outdoorsy picnic tables;
a tour at Fortnight
Brewing.
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extremely busy these days, so our cruisers
love it when owners, brewers and bartenders take the time to share their passion, show off their brewhouse and even
share a pint or game of cornhole with us.”
So what did I learn? What did we taste?
How was our tour? I’ve studied my notes
(they were more legible at the start of the
tour, naturally) and came up with these
bits to share about Raleigh beer:

Where you can cruise
“Anywhere in the Triangle and beyond—within reason,” says Morris. Their
Saturday tours visit three or four breweries and your typical private tours add
a couple more, but Raleigh Brews Cruise
has taken groups as far as Richmond, Virginia for bottle releases at The Veil Brewing Co. and Morris says they “are game
for anything within driving distance.”
Most tours stick within the Triangle area:
Raleigh, Durham, Cary, Fuquay-Varina,
Knightdale, Holly Springs and Saxapahaw
are in frequent rotation.

So. Much. Local. Beer.
The Raleigh Brews Cruise doesn’t visit
every brewery in the Triangle, but in
2019, Chris says, “we’ll visit 29 different
breweries, one cidery and two distilleries.”
Toss in the handful of places brewing or
serving kombucha and you’ve got quite a
range of drinks available.

What to look for in 2019
Look for experimental brews. “We’re
fortunate to have a lot of the [experimental] ‘players’ in our area. Gizmo
Brew Works has their Prototype series;
Fullsteam has their Squabbit Series and
Farmer’s Edge,” says Baskerville. As we
went to the brewhouses and met brewers,
we saw the same spirit, for example:
FORTNIGHT is looking at a spring release
from their sour program and has a rack of
bourbon barrels ﬁlled with beer sitting in
a corner, waiting to be declared ﬁnished.
BOND BROTHERS has a different food
truck every night and is expanding their
event schedule (in January El-Voto served
tacos; February had a trio of sweets from

HOW TO TASTE BEER
Lift glass, drink beer, right? Not quite.
If you truly want to experience a beer,
follow this technique:
Eyeball your beer. Different styles
have different colors, carbonation and
head consistency (the frothy foam on
the top of your beer). Note the color
and head; the texture of both.
Give it a swirl. Yes, just like those
wine people do. Why? By agitating
your beer with a gentle swirl, you’ll
release some aromas, stimulate a little carbonation, get a look at the
head formation and retention and discover a few nuanced ﬂavor notes
in the process.
Put your nose in it. Taste is about 90% smell, so giving your beer a
good sniff is essential. You can stick your nose in the glass and inhale
(again, like the wine folks) or you can pass the glass under your nose a
time or two, sniffing all the while. The particular method doesn’t matter (much), but the act of making a mental picture of the beer before
you sip it is essential.
Sip your beer. Don’t gulp, guzzle or otherwise swallow it; let your sip
wash around your mouth and touch every part of the palate. Breathe
across it to release a few more scent and ﬂavor notes, and then swallow.
Note the way the beer feels in your mouth (is it silky, slippery or are the
bubbles really effervescent?), how it changes from the ﬁrst moment of
your sip to the ﬁnal swallow and how the ﬂavor blooms in your mouth.
Repeat. I get it, you want to drink it already, but go through this process a time or two and you’ll have a full idea of the beer you’re tasting.
Compare your notes. Talk among your friends and share your impressions. Did you taste or smell something that others didn’t? Try it again
and see if you pick it up the next time. Doing this helps you become a
better taster—plus it works with everything from wine to whiskey, so
you’ll be a little more suave when it comes to tasting that fancy bourbon your friend breaks out on special occasions.
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In the course of a single Saturday, you’ll visit three
or four breweries for drinks and conversation,
often with the brewer.

Sliced Pie Company), including a monthly
Yoga and Beer session.
CLOUDS keeps pushing the boundaries of its German roots by ignoring
the Reinheitsgebot and going wild with
their ingredients. Their stout, Midnight
Delight—a nitro stout that delivers a big
chocolate punch thanks to chocolate malt,
cacao nibs and lactose sugars—arguably
challenges cult favorite Foothills Brewing’s
Sexual Chocolate for the best chocolate
stout you’ll ever taste.

...the Reinheitsgewhat?
In 1516, Germany passed the Reinheitsgebot, a law all about beer. It dictates what
can go into beer (water, barley and hops;
no yeast because they didn’t know it existed yet), the price of barley and what you
can charge for a Mass or Kopf of beer. No
one sells beer by the Mass or Kopf anymore, but many breweries follow the rest
of the Reinheitsgebot (nearby brewery Red
Oak, for example) as a point of pride and
a matter of tradition. Under the Reinheitsgebot, you can’t add carbonation to beer,
meaning everything is carbonated by the
natural action of the yeast in the beer, resulting in a ﬂatter brew. So when Clouds
Brewing dares to add CO₂ to a brew, for
example, they’re out of compliance with
the old law—so why not get wild and
throw in some cacao nibs or a fruit puree?
Clouds’ head brewer and co-owner John
Oldendorf says, “We get more room to
play without following the 1516 law.” I’ll
hoist a Mass of Midnight Delight to that.

If you want old-fashioned…
Want to try one of these naturally-carbonated brews? Head to Fortnight, where
they keep a few beers in casks, ready to
be drawn into your glass via something
called a beer engine (picture a hand
82 | |WALTER
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pump crossed with a tap handle—not a
car engine running on beer). Cask beers
are typically delicate and ﬂavor packed,
and they get what little carbonation they
have from a secondary fermentation that
happens when the beer goes into the cask.
Here, the living yeast devours the last of
the sugars, creating the carbon dioxide
bubbles we love. Fortnight’s Ghost of
Christmas Future is a personal favorite
you’ll ﬁnd on cask.

More than beer
More and more, breweries will offer
alternatives for non-beer-drinkers. A few
offer wine, and many taprooms have at
least one tap dedicated to cider (a gluten-free drink gaining popularity of late
as newer ciders are brut—dry—rather
than sickly-sweet) or kombucha, the
fermented tea. They’ve also mixed it up:
Fortnight joined forces with Tribucha to
create a pair of Kombucha beer on draft,
and those are some interesting brews:
Lucid Dreamer is only slightly sour but
ﬂavorful thanks to the turmeric, cayenne
and ginger in the base, and Light Worker
is just that: light and drinkable, mildly
sour with a sweeter ﬁnish.

Speaking of sours…
Why all the sour beers? Snarky answer:
because they’re good. Real answer: Beer
drinkers are getting more sophisticated
and open to exploring styles, ﬂavors and
ingredients in new and interesting ways.
I’m personally a sour fan and I get
accused of being a “beer snob” or liking
sours “only because they show off how
much you know about beer.” Neither is
true. I happen to love sour beers because
they’re complex and interesting in a way I
ﬁnd IPAs are not. I encourage you to pick
up a sour and try the tasting strategy on
the previous page. You’ll see that sours can

This page: Tasting
the Carolina Amber,
an Amber ESB (Extra
Special Bitter), an
English style of beer,
at Fortnight; a view
of the bar. Opposite
page: Comparing
notes at Fortnight.
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be sweet or tart, more like vinegar or
tangy like a tropical fruit. These beers
get these ﬂavors from bacteria and
yeasts that ﬁnd their way into open vats
of wort (called spontaneous fermentation, a risky brewery practice) or added
to the wort in the kettle (called kettle
souring, a more cost-efficient process
with reliable results), and are often barrel-aged and blended to smooth out the
ﬂavor across a batch.
“Bond Brothers’ Sorcery Beers are
a good place to start with sours as the
recipe changes frequently, giving you
a chance to home in on what you like
about the style,” says Baskerville. “Another great option is the Streamside Series
from Neuse River.”

It’s OK to be a repeat oﬀender
That’s what the Brews Cruise team
calls folks who keep coming back or
go out drinking with any of the other
Brews Cruise locations (there are a dozen to date, with Asheville and Charlotte
on offer here in N.C.). Go on three and
HQ will even send you a box of beer
swag!
Visit brewscruise.com/raleigh to learn
more.

HAVE AN “EPIC” GETAWAY WEEKEND AT

APRIL 4TH - 14TH

GET AWAY TO WINSTON-SALEM, NC AND RECEIVE THE RED CARPET TREATMENT AT
THE 2019 RIVERRUN INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL. EXPLORE GROUNDBREAKING
FILMS, MEET FILMMAKERS AND INDUSTRY EXPERTS, ENJOY DOWNTOWN SHOPPING,
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF DINING GIFT CARDS, AND MORE!

riverrunfilm.com/getaway

The secret is out...
Don’t be the last one to know!
Get on the VIP List for
properties that have not
even hit the market yet!
Check out HPW.com/ComingSoon
to be the ﬁrst to know.

THE WHIRL
Marc Ridel Creative

WALTER’s roundup of galas, gatherings, fundraisers
and just-for-fun events around the Triangle.

Models for the Go Red for Women Fashion Show at the Cardinal at North Hills. Left to right: Lois Underwood, Mary Owens Fitzgerald,
Betty Henderson, Cathryn Zevenhuizen, Harriet Jablonover, Marie Best, Carol Springﬁeld, Ruth Barnett, Katie Ogan, Maggie Rotman,
Shirley Hall, Ellen Czinege, Carol Chimento, Alice Irby, Sheila Sullivan, Jewell Parker, Ellen Hall, Judy Anderson, Geri DeSantis

122 StepUp Ministry 30th Anniversary Gala
124 Historic Oakwood Snow Ball 124 Synergy Face & Body Spaliday Soirée
126 Go Red for Women Fashion Show 126 St. David’s School Speaker Series

The Whirl is now online! Visit waltermagazine.com/category/whirl/
Submissions for upcoming issues are accepted at WALTER’s website: waltermagazine.com/submit-photos
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THE WHIRL
MEYMANDI CONCERT HALL, RALEIGH

Broadway by Request
FRI, MAR 8 | 8PM
SAT, MAR 9 | 3PM & 8PM

Wesley Schulz, conductor
Jennifer Hope Wills, vocals
Nicholas Rodriguez, vocals

Choose the favorites you
want to hear—Wicked,
Rent, The Phantom of
the Opera,Chicago, and
many more. Vote at
ncsymphony.org/
BroadwayByRequest

Don Quixote

STEPUP MINISTRY
30TH ANNIVERSARY GALA
Champions of StepUp Ministry gathered to
celebrate the 30 years of StepUp’s service to
the Raleigh community on January 26 at the
Dorothy and Roy Park Alumni Center. Governor
Cooper kicked oﬀ the evening by honoring
Art Ross with the Order of the Long Leaf Pine.
The Gala, sponsored by First National Bank,
included StepUp stories shared by graduates
James Ivy and Carissa Newkirk, a paddle raise
hosted by Christopher Edmonston and Greg
Jones, music from DJ Joe Bunn and fun raﬄe
prizes. The event raised $236,826 to support
the work of StepUp Ministry to help adults and
children transform their lives through employment and life skills training.

FRI/SAT, APR 5-6 | 8PM

Art Ross, Governor Roy Cooper

Grant Llewellyn, conductor
Zuill Bailey, cello
Roberto Díaz, viola

Debussy’s La Mer
Music Inspired by the Sea
FRI/SAT, APR 12-13 | 8PM

Wesley Schulz, conductor
Brian Reagin, violin
Concert Sponsors: South State
Bank, The Cypress of Raleigh,
Residence Inn Raleigh Downtown

Lyn Maness, Linda Blount, Mary Brent Wright

James Ivy, Chris Moore

Masterpieces from Debussy,
Sibelius, Boulanger, and
others will transport you
to the watery realm—with
projected imagery provided
by the North Carolina
Museum of Natural Sciences.

Carmina Burana
FRI/SAT, MAY 3-4 | 8PM

Carlos Miguel Prieto, conductor
North Carolina Master Chorale
Capital City Girls Choir

Susie Stephenson, Vic Bell, Rebecca Turner, Anne Underwood

Katherine Ann Smith, Ronnie Batchelor, Marlene Batchelor

Primitive, passionate, and powerful, Carmina
Burana is full of romantic love and carnal desire.

Tickets start at $18!*

ncsymphony.org
877.627.6724 *Price does not include tax.

Carissa Newkirk

Zack Clayton, Katie Clayton, Jack Clayton, Mary Clayton, Will Clayton

Diane McKinney Photography

The charming Don Quixote
and the eloquent Walton Cello
Concerto will be recorded for
the Symphony’s next album.

Image courtesy of Adrian Compean Garcia

NATE SHEAFFER
Necessities, 2019
Argon and neon tubing, acrylic enclosure, love
Special thanks: Glas

LOCATION: 409 West Martin Street, Raleigh, NC 27603
(919) 261-5920 | camraleigh.org
HOURS: Thursday – Friday: 12 – 6 PM | Saturday – Sunday: 12 – 5 PM
Tuesday – Wednesday: By appointment | Monday: Closed
ADMISSION IS FREE

SPRING EXHIBITIONS:
Raleigh Fine Arts Society: North Carolina Artists Exhibition
March 10 - June 9, 2019
Screened In by Jasmine Best | February 1 – May 12, 2019
Legacy, Legacy, Legacy by Stephen Hayes | March 1 – May 19, 2019

CAM RALEIGH is funded in part by the City of Raleigh
based on recommendations of the Raleigh Arts Commission.

THE WHIRL
HISTORIC OAKWOOD SNOW BALL
The Historic Oakwood Snow Ball Holiday
Celebration was held on January 17 at All Saints
Chapel on the campus of St. Mary’s School.

         
     
   
       
           
       

Chris Crew, Dee Crew
Madonaa Phillips

   

Doug Hancock, Sandi Twisdale, Eddie Twisdale,
Leeann Walsh, Jeﬀrey Patton, Karen Still
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Louis Cherry , Marsha Gordon

A day with

VIVIAN
HOWARD
Join WALTER Magazine and spend the
afternoon exploring Kinston and visiting
with award-winning chef Vivian Howard.

Saturday, May 18
10:30 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
10:30 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
Brunch at The Boiler Room
12:00 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Make biscuits with Vivian and Miss Lillie in the test kitchen
Explore Kinston and tour Mother Earth Brewing Co. and Social House Vodka
4:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Private dinner at Chef & the Farmer

SUPPORTED BY

PURCHASE TICKETS: VIVIAN2019.EVENTBRITE.COM

THE WHIRL
GO RED FOR WOMEN FASHION SHOW
The Cardinal at North Hills hosted a Go Red for Women Fashion Show on
February 1 to raise awareness for cardiovascular disease and save lives.
Beﬁttingly, the fashion show was held on National Wear Red Day and all
proceeds beneﬁt Go Red for Women, the American Heart Association’s
national movement to end heart disease and stroke in women.

Harriett Jablonover

Maggie Rotman
Marc Ridel Creative

Sheila Sullivan

Carol Chimento

Judy Anderson

Geri DeSantis

Warner Hall, Bill Barnett

Carol Springﬁeld

AnnaMarie Koehler-Shepley, courtesy St. David’s School

Holt Smith, Michelle Brown, Catherine Guy, Ashley Brown

Stewart Collins, Anna Churchill

Christie Werner, Anna Churchill, Shannon Tovar

SYNERGY FACE & BODY SPALIDAY SOIRÉE
Synergy hosted their annual Spaliday Soirée Holiday Open House on
December 7 at their North Raleigh location. Guests were oﬀered access to
mini-spa services, hors d’oeuvres, bubbly, live Emsculpt demos, and savings
on traditional services.

WE’RE HOPPING INTO

SPRING

ST. DAVID'S SCHOOL SPEAKER SERIES:
CATHOLICS AND PROTESTANTS:
WHAT CAN WE LEARN FROM EACH OTHER?
The St. David’s School Speaker Series hosted renowned Catholic scholar and
Boston College professor Dr. Peter Kreeft on January 27. Dr. Kreeft’s presentation focused on issues related to his latest book, What Can Catholics and
Protestants Learn From Each Other?

Todd von Helms, Peter Kreeft, Gil Greggs, Ryan Messmore

4209 LASSITER MILL RD • RALEIGH, NC 27609
(919) 785-0787 • INFO@SHOPQUINTESSENTIALS.COM
WWW.SHOPQUINTESSENTIALS.COM

Raleigh’s Urban Chic Event Venue
Weddings, Receptions, Corporate Parties and Meetings
Located in trendy Five Points The Fairview is charming and sophisticated,
featuring a covered terrace with skyline views, arched wood barrel ceilings
and space to host intimate to 500+ events.

1125 Capital Boulevard, Raleigh
919-833-7900
Thefairviewraleigh.com
Managed by Themeworks

Follow us
@thefairviewraleigh
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Repurpose
The Green Chair Project

Farm Feast
Dining with Sean Fowler

Wake Tech
New Beginnings

             

   
  

   

 

    

    
     







END NOTE

courtesy NMCA

Lend an Arm

T

his January, N.C. State basketball forward Wyatt Walker found
himself in a new position: seated, right arm raised, holding
a bunch of grapes. At six-foot-nine with a muscular build,
Walker’s frame nearly matches the dimensions of the ancient
Roman Bacchus sculpture housed in the North Carolina Museum of Art. Restoration on the sculpture originated in the 1960s, when
scholars realized that the sculpture they had was not one carving, but
assembled from more than ﬁve pieces of various origins. In 2013, the Bacchus Conservation Project started in earnest with a goal of reassembling
the sculpture as it’s documented in a drawing from the early 1800s—including giving the piece a new, fruit-ﬁlled arm. Now that’s what we call
—Ayn-Monique Klahre
model behavior.
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4401 Glenwood Ave, Raleigh, NC 27612

(919) 571-2881
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www.diamondsdirect.com
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Pediatric Surgery
Orthopaedics
Neurology
Diabetes
Endocrinology
Urology
Pediatric Intensive Care
Primary Care
Urgent Care
Radiology
Pediatric Anesthesiology
Cardiology
Neonatology
Perinatology
Gastroenterology
Emergency Medicine
Ear, Nose and Throat
Child Life
Rehabilitation
Weight Management

Inside every kid, there’s a life waiting to be lived. We’re here to see that it’s a healthy onee.
Some kids go through childhood uns
nsca
c th
ca
t ed
e . Others face illness. Injury. Surgery. From the common to the complex, we
we’r’ree
here. Wi
W th the
h only children’s hospitaal in Wakke County. The most advanced technology. Specialists, nurses and therap
apis
ap
ists
t
whho sp
s ec
ecialize in kids. A scope of services thhat
at’s
t’s sec
e ond to none. A patient-family experience that’s one of a kind. And
d whe
henn
eree yo
you live. Which, when it comes to your kids, is something no one else can
an say
ay.
we sayy we’re here, we mean right here. Wher

Learrn mo
more at wa
wake
keme
med
d.org/kids..

